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FOREWORD
The primary mission of the Indira Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research is to develop Fast
Reactor Technology and related disciplines as part of the second stage of the Atomic Energy
Programme. The Centre has comprehensive activities covering the entire range of Fast
Reactor Technology and has established a strong base in a wide variety of disciplines such as
metallurgy and materials science, thermodynamics, reactor engineering, reactor physics,
sodium chemistry and nuclear engineering.
The Fast Breeder Test Reactor at IGC is the first of its kind in India, and the first reactor in
the world to use plutonium - uranium mixed carbide as the driver fuel. The commissioning of
the reactor posed a number of challenging problems, but also provided exciting results and
valuable experience. The reactor at present has a small core of 23 subassemblies, capable of
generating about 10 MW of thermal power. After gaining sufficient operating experience, the
core will be expanded to its full size of 65 subasse'mblies and the power output upgraded to
40MWt. The FBTR will provide valuable data needed for the design of future fast reactors.
The detailed design of the 500 MWe Prototype Fast Breeder Reactor (PFBR) is currently in an
advanced stage and construction will be started in the next few years. Reliable operation of
FBTR and successful commissioning of PFBR are considered to be the immediate major
missions of the Centre.
The Centre's current programmes include basic thermodynamic investigations on the fuel
materials, studies on chemistry of sodium and corrosion and mass transport in sodium,
studies on methods for the reprocessing of carbide fuels, engineering development of reactor
components specific to FBRs, sodium technology, reactor physics and safety studies,
electronics and instrumentation, metallurgical studies related to the mechanical, physical, and
corrosion aspects of steels, development of welding technology and non-destructive
evaluation.
Versatile computing facilities, workshops and other necessary engineering services, and a
well-equipped library have all been provided at the Centre to aid in the research and
development efforts. A sizable component of basic research has been encouraged at the
Centre to generate a reservoir of knowledge and expertise. Active collaborations between
many disciplines and of course, between the Centre and other research organisations such as
BARC and academic institutions have contributed significantly to the rapid growth of the
Centre.
This year will see the commissioning of a unique compact research reactor "KAMINI",
being built at IGC in collaboration with BARC. This reactor will cater to neutron radiography
and activation analysis and also enable to carry out reactor physics experiments on light water
cooled and moderated reactors.
I would like to take this opportunity to express my sincere appreciation to the former
Director of the Centre, Shri N. Srinivasan, the former Principal Project Engineer and
Director, Project Engineering and Services Group, Shri N.L. Char, Director, Reactor Group,
Shri S.R. Paranjpe and the former Director, Physics, Instrumentation and Electronics Group,
Dr G. Venkataraman who have made valuable and pioneering contributions to the growth of
the Centre. My thanks are equally due to Shri G.R. Balasubramanian, Head, RP,
Dr. D.V. Gopinath, Head, SR & HPP, Dr. P. Rodriguez, Head, MMP, Dr. C.K. Mathews,
Head, RCP, Shri S.A. Wcing, Head, EIP, Shri V. Krishnamurthy, former CE (Civil). Shri
K. Venkataraman, CE (Electrical), Shri P.C. Koteswara Rao, CE(Civil),the Heads of the
various Divisions and all the scientists and engineers, technical personnel and supporting staff
whose active participation and involvement have led to the development of the present
strengths at the Centre and the success of many programmes.
I thank all those who have contributed the articles that have appeared in this issue. This
issue of the "IGC Highlights" has been put together by an enthusiastic team of editors, led by
Shri Baldev Raj and Dr. P.R. Vasudeva Rao. Shri C. Babu Rao, Shri B. Venkataraman, Shri
D.John Vincent, Shri B. Rajendran, Shri S.C. Chetal, Shri G.Ravichandran, and
Dr. P. Mohanakrishnan have given valuable support. Their editing efforts have borne good
results and 1 wish to express my thanks to the editorial team. Shri T.V. Prabhakaran was
involved in the design of the cover. Dr.S.M. Lee has meticulously gone through the entire
manuscript and given many useful suggestions.
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MODERNISATION OF DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM FOR
FBTR

I wo I D C A\(i based data acquisition
systems were used in FRTR to monitor
the process signals. I'he first system
supervises and controls the plant, while
the sivond system is an active standby.
II the tirst system becomes laulty. the
second system will automatically take
over the task ol supervising, and
controlling the plant. Switchover
function is initiated by switchover logic
circuit, which receives 'watch dog"
signals from both computer systems.
The digital outputs from both com
pilfers pass through an 'ORING L O G I C ,
as per the arrangement shown in
Fig. 1.

I he important supervision functic.ns
are listed below :

Supervision of individual fuel subas
sembly against blockage ol How and
scramming the reactor if flow
blockage is detected.

Testing the 'health' of neulronic
system In; |-me Impulse Test.
Man Machine Communication lea
lines.
The TPC A\h computer
l« illowing limitations :

Supervision ol plant parameters
against upper lower threshold and
energisation of alarms, in the control
room.
Su|X'rvision of discordance in triplicated
neulronie channels.
Fvenl detection

Slow speed because floating point
processor is not available.
Powerlul real time operating system
with driver is nol available.
Higher level language is not available
lor software.
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With the non-availability of spares
from the supplier, it was decided to
replace the old data acquisition system
in stages, by modern fourth generation
data acquisition system.
The plant software was developed in
higher level language. By the help of
plant database software, it is easy to add,
delete or modify the parameters of plant
signal. The details of the plant signals are
available as 'database' in the main
memory (Fig. 2).
Different software programmes are
linked to the database area. For
example, 'Scanning Program' will scan
the plant input signals and update the
values in the database area. General
supervision program will read the
updated signal values from the database
and check them against thresholds.

MESSAGES

fig. 2 - Memory map of softwa re
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The modern data acquisition has
powerful man-machine communicatici
features like callin" any group of plant
signals in CRT, 1 . . nd Log. Classified
Log, Total shift log etc.
In the colour graphic terminal, plant
operator can call any plant schematics.
The value of the plant signals will be
updated periodically by the data acquisition system. Provision also exists to take
hard copy of the plant schematics. For
the first time, expert features like trend
display of plant signals, a 'a' based
software etc. are included.

VISUAL INSPECTION OF FBTR REACTOR VESSEL
INTERNALS

Periodic visual in-service inspection of
the reactor vessel internals of FBTR is
carried out with the aid of a periscope
and a projector. The periscope is
mounted on one experimental canal,
and using the lighting provided by a
projector mounted on another canal,
visual inspection of the internals can
be carried out (Fig. 1). The periscope
and projector have been supplied by
Division of Remote Handling and Robotics
(DRHR), BARC. During hot-argon commissioning inside the reactor in 1985, the
projector was found to get over-heated
due to insufficient flow of argon. The
flow rates required were too large for the
argon headers of the plant to sustain. It
was concluded that the projector could
not be used after filling sodium in the
reactor, since the projector will have to
operate barely 700 mm above the hot
sodium pool at 453 K. Subsequently,
DRHR developed another lighting module
which employs a lumen-efficient, less
power-consuming lamp. The new
module was assembled with the projector
at site. During testing of this module,
one of the problems encountered was
shorting of the high-voltage trigger pulse
in argon. This was sorted out by proper
insulation of all the exposed leads and
setting limits on the operating temperature.
In view of the fuel handling incident in
mid-1987, it became necessary to
visually inspect the core and guide tube.
This was the first ever occasion to
employ the projector and periscope over
the sodium pool. The optical characteristics of the periscope enabled a good
viewing of the side walls of the vessel and
the pipes entering the vessel near the
free sodium level. However, the periscope was not found to be ideal for a close
inspection of the subassemblies because
of poor magnification and absence of
zooming provision. The small field of
view (about 14°) also inhibited instantaneous scan of the full length of long
components like the guide tube (see
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Fig. 1 - FBTR reactor vessel

Fig. 1). Even with these handicaps, the
periscope was put to extensive use in the
context of the fuel handling incident.

The limitations of the periscope were
circumvented using varied and innovative
technique of scanning to gather as much

iformation as possible. Some of the
jatures of the campaign and the results
re summarised below:
There was no fogging of periscope or
projector even after several days of
continuous operation. There were no
major deposits of sodium or sodium
oxide on the reactor vessel walls.
The sodium purity has been so well
maintained that the pool was found to
act as a good mirror. The reflection of
the guide tube revealed a slight bend
near the holes at the top (see Fig. 2).
The underside of the plugs, which
could not be directly scanned, was
viewed through the reflection in free
sodium level.
Sodium was partially drained to
uncover the heads of the subassemblies. The bend in the guide tube was
quantified by viewing its bottom tip in
the background of the core. By
identifying the subassembiy against
which the tip was seen, the bend was
calculated from the geometry of the
core, after correcting for parallax
(Fig. 1). This was also confirmed by
measuring the radius of sweep of the
j bottom tip, as viewed against the
core, when the guide tube was
rotated about its own axis. Compared
to the several techniques employed to
quantify the bend of the guide tube,
the periscope gave a value closest to
the actual value measured after
retrieval of the same.
1. The core was examined for damages,
if any. Damaged heads were identified
by viewing each head along the grid
lines formed by the neighbouring
assemblies. In a patient and painstaking
scan of 746 subassemblies by two
independent crews, some steel and
nickel assemblies were identified as
damaged. There were no damages to
the fissile subassemblies arH control
rods. (These findings were later
confirmed by direct viewing through
the fuel handling canal).

Fig. 2 - Reflection of the guide tube in sodium

4. Because of the absence of stereoscopic
vision in the periscope, some of the
bent subassemblies also appeared to
be lifted up. To confirm this, the
vessel was refilled and controlled
draining was done under continuous
scan by periscope. Only one subassembiy was found lifted up. The
extent of lifting was quantified by
measuring the time elapsed between
the appearance of this subassembiy
head and the normal heads during
draining.
In conclusion, the periscope has been
found to be a very good inspection tool
in the context of the present fuel
handling incident, but improvements in
the optical design i.e. widening the field
of vision, provision of zooming facility
and video recording facility will go a long
way in enhancing its utility for FBTR.

DEVELOPMENT OF EDDY CURRENT FLOWMETE

It is necessary to provide reliable
flow/meters for measuring sodium flow in
instrumented subassemblies, primary
ducts and in 600 mm diameter secondary
pipelines of pool type PFBR currently
being designed at IGC. Eddy current
flowmeter (ECFM) is a candidate
instrument being considered for these
applications. Work !ics been initiated at
EDD for developing ECFMs.
THERMOCOUPLE

The principle of operation adopted is
that of Lehde and Lange flowmeter
which consists of three coils. The middle
coil is excited with constant a.c. current
and the other two coils placed symmetrically opposite on either sides will have
induced voltages which when differentially
connected give signal output proportional
to flowrate.
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Probe type flowmeter

One probe type flowmeter as shown
in Fig. 1 was designed, fabricated and
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Fig. 2 - Electronic circuitry for ECFM

tested in sodium. The flowmeter was
assembled with lmm diameter MgO
insulated, stainless sheathed cable with
SS conductor wound on an iron bobbin
and enclosed in a stainless steel thimble
of 20.5mm diameter. Length of the
flowmeter is 200mm. One SS sheathed

chromel-alumel thermocouple was provided with the sensor to study the
temperature effects of the flowmeter.
The electronic circuits (Fig. 2) required
for ECFM essentially consists of an
exciter power supply and signal processing
unit.

PRIMBRY
CURRENT
This flow sensor was installed in .
100mm diameter pipe and tested in ,
general purpose sodium loop at flov
velocities between 0 and 3m/s an<
sodium temperature 473 to 803 K
A permanent magnet flowmeter servei
as reference flowmeter. Sensitivity am

nearity, temperature effects and frequ
•ncy response characteristics were "Stab
ished and the results were found
satisfactory (Fig. 3). The sensitivity of
he flowmeter was 1.08 mV m, s at 573 K
or 200mA and 500Hz excitation. The
emperature compensation circuit mainained the output within ±4".. (Fig. 4) for
'ariation in sodium temperature from
73 to 773 K.

Further work is in progress to develop
one compact flow sensor with 14mm dia
and 150mm length. It is intended for core
flow measurement where sensors have
lo be compact.
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Signal output of ECFM as a function of flow rate at
different temperatures.

HIGH TEMPERATURE DESIGN OF PFBR COMPONENTS
USING INELASTIC ANALYSIS

Some of the components of PFBR
such as the inner vessel, IHX, control
plug etc., operate at a temperature
> 803 K where creep deformation
becomes significant. The components
are also subjected to high stresses
arising out of mechanical and thermal
loading which cause plastic deformation
by yielding. In order to satisfy (he creep
fatigue limits of the governing code
(code case N-47), it becomes necessary
to perform inelastic analysis incorporating
the creep and plasticity. A finite element
computer code was developed for this
purpose. The code uses 2 noded conical
shell and 8 noded isoparametric quadrilateral elements. Material modelling
aspects such as yield criterion, flow rule,
hardening laws etc were based on Oak
Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL)
recommendations. The code was validated
by analysing benchmark problems for
which published solutions are available.
The code was used for performing
inelastic analysis of inner vessel, which
separates hot sodium from cold sodium.

INNER VESSEL

Fig. 2 - Tangential stress distribution
due to mechanical loads

A 3-D analysis of a 15° sector mode
(Fig. 1) was used to confirm tht
adequacy of axisymmetric approximation
The axi'jymmetric analysis gave the
distribution of stresses and strains
(Fig. 2) which were used for findinc
creep and fatigue damage. By performinc
the detailed inelastic analysis, the
permissible number of scrams was
found to be 1563 aqainst the postulated
1000 scram events. Thus the analysis
has helped in confirming the adequacy of
inner vessel design.
Similar analysis was performed for the
top tube sheet ot the intermediate heal
exchanger (Fig. 3) which predicted the
permissible number of reactor shut
down events as 10,000 against the
postulated 2000 such events. The
inelastic analysis required about 4 hours
of computer time for each case. It may
be noted that the design code gives
simplified rules based on elastic analysis
only. This analysis requires only about
10 min. of computer time. But because of
conservative assumptions the permissible
number of cycles comes to 158 in case of
inner vessel and 550 in case of IHX.
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Fig. 3 - FEM mesh for IHX - deflection under pressure loads

A TWO DIMENSIONAL THERMOHYDRAULIC CODE FOR
PFBR

PFBR is a 500 MWe pool type
eactor with 4 primary pumps and 4
secondary heat transport loops. The
sodium pumped by the 4 primary
•odium pumps enters the core at 653 K
>nd exits at 803 K. Flow of sodium from
he primary sodium pumps to the high
pressure plenum under the core is
hrough rigid pipes. But the flow from
he core to the Intermediate Heat
Exchanger (IHX) and flow from the IHX
o the sodium pumps is an unrestrained
low (without a rigid pipe work). The
)ool is divided into a hot compartment
nd a cold compartment by an inner
'essel. The hot compartment contains
sodium at 803 K while the cold compartment contains sodium at 653 K. The flow
•om the hot compartment to the cold
ompartment is through the shell side oi
he IHX. Flow of primary sodium
hrough the core and blanket is so
distributed as to produce nearly uniform
emperature at the outlet of different
ubassemblies which produce different
mounts of heat. Provision is made for
monitoring the outlet temperature of
sodium exiting from fuel subassembiies
to ensure adequacy of flow in each of the
fuel subassembly. This is of crucial
importance for the safety of the reactor.
The monitoring is achieved by means of
thermocouples supported in the Upper
Core Structure which also houses other
instrumentation for monitoring of the
core and provides passages for the
control rod drive mechanisms. The pool
has also a provision for charging and
discharging fuel. The resultant configuration pcses many technical problems.
There is a need to ensure :-
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a) that all the different types of
subassembiies loaded in the core
will receive the desired amount of
flow
b) all the IHXs receive equal share of
the primary flow

Fig. 1 - Flow field in hot and cold pools
(arrow lengths are proportional to the velocities)

70

i') How distribution within c>n h !HX is
uniform
d) reactor internals are protected Irom
thermal transients
e) thermocouples mounted at the exit
of tuel sllbiissemblles i orrei tli;
indic.ile the temperature of sodium
exiting from the sub<isseinblv; with
out getting affected by the sodium
exit mo, from neighbouring sub.issem
blies.
I) the upper tore structure directlv
above the coie blanket interface is
not affected by problems ol high
cycle fatigue c.utsed by temper,ilure
fluctuations experienced on aci ount
of the structure coming into contact
with sodium exiling Irom blankc;
and fuel subassemblies.
The considerations can be met when
adequate knowledge of the flow and
temperature distributions in the pool
under various operating conditions is
available. A computational tool, called
THYC 2D which is a two dimensional
thermal hydraulic code has been developed
in NSD for design of the main pool and
its internals.
The code can analyse problems in
cartesian jnd cylindrical polar coordi
nates. The structure of programme has
been made modular whereby some of
the subroutines are bas'.L and some are
user written. The methodology used to
solve the basic Navier Stokes and
energy equations is based on the control
volume approach set to semi implicit
procedure (SIMPLE) of Patankar and
Spalding. In this method a staggered grid
is employed so that velocity components
are specified on the control volume faces
while other variables are specified at the
centre of the control volume. The
equations are integrated over appropriate
control volumes to yield the nodal values
in terms of values of surrounding nodes.
The code has got the provision of three
different methods to combine the

eonvective and diffusive fluxes viz.
UNWIND. HYBRID and POWER LAW.
In its present lorm the code can deal with
laminar, mixed convection flows. It can
also take internal blockings by different
materials in the fluid and flow sources
<nic\ sinks inside the domain. Convergence
is checked through residuals ol the
discretization equation. The code has
been tested for flow development in a
circular pipe, flow through sudden
enlargement, flow in a driven cavity and
natural convection in concentric horizontal
cylindrical annulus. As an example of its
use for PI"BK design the flow field in the
hot and cold pools under steady state full
power conditions is shown in Fig. 1.
Further improvement ol the code
capabilities are in progress.

PFBR REACTOR ASSEMBLY MODEL

An assembly model of PFBR in
reduced size to a scale of 1 : 10 was
fabricated incorporating ali the major
components of the actual reactor
assembly. The objective of this model is
to check the clearance available between
various components and enable a better
and quick understanding of the reactor
assembly by the industrialists and others
who might take up manufacture of
reactor assembly components. The
model will also help in deciding the
provisions to be made for proper
erection and assembly of the components.
The finer details of the components were
simplified by simulating only the outer
configuration of various components.

dies had to be developed to get proper
contour of the petals

All the components of the model were
fabricated, painted and assembled by
CWS, IGC in about an year. The
material used for construction was
carbon steel plates conforming to IS 226
and IS 2062 and other carbon steel
structural section. The major components
fabricated were main vessel (1460 dia x
1496 long), inner vessel (1390 dia x 1013
long) • both out of 2 mm thick plate,
outer concrete block (double wall), large
rotating plug, small rotating plug with
rotating facility, primary pump, intermediate heat exchanger grid plate
assembly, control rod r'rive mechanism,
control plug, auxiliary grid plate and
core cover plate assembly.
The components were painted in
different colours as per the colour code
arrived at to distinguish them properly,
structural steel platform with access
adders was made to support the reactor
assembly. Windows were cut in the
eactor vault, safety vessels, main vessel
and inner vessel so that the internals can
be seen clearly through the windows.
[The approximate weight of the reactor
issembly was 3000 kg including the four
upporting columns. The dished ends of
imain and inner vessel had to be formed
by welding many petals together and
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POOL HYDRAULICS STUDIE!

The primary circuit of the PFBR
consists of a large pool in which
components like IHX, pump, control
plug etc., are kept. Design of these
components requires an accuraie
knowledge of temperature distribution
and flow pattern in the pool. In view of
the difficulty in predicting these
parameters theoretically, experimental
studies are necessary using scaled down
models with water as a simulating
medium for sodium. These model
studies also help in checking the various
codes being evolved fo predict thermal
hydraulics parameters in a pool.
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As a preliminary effort, a geometrically
similar, 1 24 scale model was fabricated
simulating the hot plenum of PFBR using
Froudes analogy to achieve dynamic
similarity. Table I gives some comparative
parameters in PFBR and the model.
The main components of (he model
are one control plug, four pumps, eight
IHXs and a core cover plate with scaled
down holes simulating the subassembly
outlets. Due to fabrication problems and
to improve the transparency the cavity
between the core and the inner vessel
bottom cylinder was not simulated. The

Parameter

PFBR

Model

Scale
Velocity of flow, m/sec.
Flow through subassembly cu.m./hr.
Froude No.
Reynolds No. at SA outlet

1

8.5
27670
1.3
2x 10

1/24
8.5
10
1.3

8000

entire model, barring the IHX window:
and the core cover plate which wen
made in SS, was fabricated in acrylk
material for flow visualization. (Set
photo).
The experimental loop has a centrifu
gal pump of 30 cu.m. hr capacity with i
delivery head of 60mk\ A dye injectioi
setup was used to facilitate flow
visualization. The dye can he injected a
the bottom of core and at any place it
the hot plenum.
Hydraulic studies were conductec
using this model and the initial results
obtained were encouraging. From visua
observation it has been qualitatively,
found that gas entrainment will not tak«
place in the hot plenum during norma
operating conditions. Flow visualizatior
studies were conducted by injecting dyt
at core inlet and the spread of the dye ii
hot plenum gave a clear idea about the
flow pattern and the mixing phenomena
This dye injection was filmed using a higl
speed camera. This filming was useful ir
getting a clear understanding of th«
mixing phenomenon. Flow mapping was
also carried out by measuring poin
velocities, using a 22 mm propelle
velocity meter, at various location!
of the pool.

DEVELOPMENT OF MECHANISED EQUIPMENT FOR
HARDFACING LARGE BEARINGS FOR PFBR SODIUM
PUMPS

The safe and reliable operation of
xlium pumps requires hardfaced hydrotatic bearings to operate in hot sodium,
he bearing construction material, stainss steel AISI 304, does not have
fficient wear resistance especially in
)t sodium. A few alloys like stellite,
))monoy etc. are found suitable for
jch application, but they cannot be
sed as construction material for bearings
they are very hard and expensive,
owever, these materials may be coated
the required mating surfaces of
ainless steel to resist wear which is a
irface phenomenon. Difficulties generally
ise during coating and good quality
Dating can be only achieved by fusion
elding processes like oxyacetylene
elding and gas tungsten arc welding.
he advantages of the oxyacetylene
•lding process make it suitable for
rdfacing the surfaces of the pump
earings. As the job size is large (dia
jiOO *300 mm long), the high quality
usion welding consumes several hours
md hence it is difficult to maintain the
uniformity of weld beads by manual
jrocesses. Hence a mechanised
equipment becomes necessary to hold
he job, welding torch and hardfacing
od and to provide the necessary
novements. With the above view an
?quipment was designed in EDD and
abricated in-house.
The equipment consists of mainly four
>arts:
. Roller arrangement for holding job
(see Fig.)
!. Torch holding carriage,
.. Rod holding and feeding device, and
. Heating arrangement.
The roller arrangement supports
ylindrical jobs varying from 150 to
iOO mm and the job is uniformly rotated
o lay cylindrical weld heads.
The torch holding carriage consists of
'ertical parts to hold the oxyacetylene
orch whose height can be adjusted. The

ROLLERS
TO HOLD THE ]
JOB

.WELDING TORCH
-TORCH HOLDER
NDAT]
j HANDLE FOR MANUAL]
MOVEMENT OF TORCH
ORCHJ|
(TC
TORCH CARRIAGE (
BED
I

[HANDLE FOR
[ROD POSITIONING

(HANDLE FOR MANUAL
[ROTATION OF JOB

Fig. 1 - Mechanised equipment for hardfacing

carriage can be moved along with the
torch by a motor and cam mechanism.
The carriage slides on two rails and it is
guided by a lead screw and nut and the
torch can be positioned anywhere within
the rail by the rotation of the handle of
the screw.

The equipment has been built and
initial trials have been carried out with
encouraging results. The equipment is
being prepared to hardface full size
bearings.

The rod holding device is also
mounted with the same lead screw so
that the same movement of the carriage
can also be associated with the rod with
independent weaving motion of torch.
The rod holding post consists of three
sets of rack and pinion to adjust the rod
position in all directions. The hardfacing
rods are simply guided through closer
diameter holes and allowed to slide
down by gravity as the rod end melts
producing a deposit on the job.
Because of the difference in thermal
expansion between stainless steel and
hardfacing alloy (stellite), preheating of
job (673 - 723 K) becomes necessary.
Hence a set of torches and burners are
provided to heat the large mass of the
job (200 kg) and to maintain the same
during hardfacing.
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REFLECTIVE MULTIPLATE THERMAL INSULATION
USE IN FAST BREEDER REACTORS

O.ie of the important areas of
development for LMFBRs is the
application of effective thermal insulation inside the reactor atmosphere.
Roof-slab of the reactor vessel and the
walls of the reactor vault are some of the
places where effective thermal insulation
is required. Total inaccessibility of these
areas coupled with the aggressive
chemical activity of sodium, calls for
selection of reliable insulating materials
which can serve till the end of the reactor
life. The extraordinary reducing property
of sodium and the long-life requirement
do not permit use of conventional
thermal insulations.

insulating property o( 1 his arrangemei
is basically derived from the fact that
gas, in the form of thin layers, is goo
insulator while the high reflectivity ol at
the number of plates reduce the therm
radiation effectively.

Reflective multiplate, multiplale with
wire mesh, and honeycomb arrange
ments are some of the choices which artconsidered usable in the react )r environ
ment. Of the above, the reflective
multiplate concept was chosen for
detailed study in EDD for characterising
its thermul performance.

Experiments were conducted to eve
uate the effective thermal conductivi
of the multiplate insulation n.ade
austenitic stainless steel plates undt
argon atmosphere. Fig. 1 shows tl
details of the experimental set up whic
consists of an electrically heated sourc
and water cooled sink both housed ir
leak tight chamber. The test samp

The reflective multiplate insulation
consists of a pack of highly reflecting
stainless steel plates stacked one over
other with small gaps between the
adjacent plates. The gap between the
plates are filled with argon gas which is
chemically inert to sodium. The heat

WATER INLET

T/C

I2ZZZ"-'/
-^

//'

i (•
\ v-

250 DIA

/ \ \ 480 DIA
• ]

•

HEAT SOURCE 1490 mm dial

HEAT SINK (490 mm dial
(AND PLATES)

LOCATION OF THERMOCOUPLES ON TEST SAMPLE

GAS
, PURIFICATION
BASF
CAT

Sr
MOL
SIEVE

POWER SUPPLY
FOR HEATERS

Fig. 1 Experimental setup for determination of effective thermal comiucHuitv
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A

insisted of a number of plates (490 mm
jmeter) arranged at an interpiate gap
5 mm. Steady state calorimetric
ethod was used to determine the
fective thermal conductivity. The heat
ix reaching the sink through the test
mple and temperature distribution
ross the test sample were measured
ider steady state conditions. Temperare, number of plates and the emissivity
the plates were chosen as parameters
the study. Fig. 2 gives typical results of
easurements of heat flux across the
5t sample, while Fig. 3 gives the
riation of effective thermal conductivity
the multiplate insulation. The results
an analytical model are also plotted
lich compare well with the experimenresults.

0-2!
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GAP
= 0.005 m
SiNK TEMP
= 313 K So 333 K
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The effective thermal conductivity
lues obtained will be used in arriving at
. optimum design of multiplate insula
m.
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Fig. 3 Variation of K,.fr
with mean temperature
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Fig. 2 - Variation of heat flux
with number of plates
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KAMINI REACTO1

A 30 kW, mini swimming pool type
reactor usingU 233based fuel, moderated
and cooled by light water, and named
KAMINI (KAIpakkam MINI reactor) is
being setup at 1GC in collaboration with
Neutron Physics Division, BARC, and is
elated to be commissioned towards the
end of 1<)«9.
The core of the reactor has a fuel
inventory of approximately 550 gms of
U 233 and consists of nine fuel subassemblies, each containing 8 plates of 2 mm
thickness. The fuel has been fabricated
to the specification by Radiometallurgy
Division, BARC. The fuel is surrounded
by 200mm thick BeO reflector encased in
zircdloy boxes. Average core neutron
flux expected is approximately 10 "n.cm ".
sec '. Negative temperature coefficient coupled with near minimum critical mass configuration makes this reactor an inherently
safe system. The reactor vessel is 2 m in
diameter, 4.2 m tall and is made from

f-'i'l I
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12 mm thick stainless steel plates. Three
zircaloy beam lubes were roll bonded to
• he precision machined nozzles in the
reactor vessel with positioning accuracy
better than 0.5 mil, (Fig. 1). Two of these
beam tubes provide independent neutron
beams for high resolution radiography of
irradiated and unirradiated objects and
the third one is meant for experiments in
shielding and radiation physics.
About 200 tonnes of concrete shielding
blocks in ten different shapes, each of
them in two different densities and two
different sizes amounting to about 9000
blocks, specially shaped to cut down
neutron streaming have been used.
These blocks have been designed in
double hexagon shape to enable interlocking in assembly and provide a free
standing and self supporting shield.
Versatile mould design coupled with
close tolerance (±0.2 mm) in dimensions
and meticulous attention during fabrica-

Ali<viim>nt i>l nvutrow Itnim tuhes lor neutron nidiographv
('\;>I"MIII<"II/S <>n thi' KAMINI research
reactor.

tion and inspection led to the successf
erection of I he 1.2 m wide, 4 m tall, se
supporting concrete shield wall.

The control panel whicn nouses all tr
display units and operative switches U
reactor operations, designed and fabric
ted at RCnD, BARC has been installt
at site. The KAMINI control system
provided with hardwired alarm and tr
system for all control purposes,
addition it incorporates microprocesso
based data logging and control syste
which also permits reactor startu
Display of desired reactor and proce:
parameters on colour graphic termine
is controlled by the microprocessc
based data logger incorporated in tl
system.

A neutron radiography riy for guidii
and positioning irradiated fuel subasset
blies forms a part of the utility of tr
reactor. The 7 m long containment guij

and S/)H>MIIII)

!

IU!H' tor this rig was fabricated at Central
Workshop, BARC and is being installed.
A remoiely operated cassetk> drive
mechanism indexes and positions the
cassettes M'quentially for radiography
work.
This totally indigenous reactor (Fig2)
is designed for the following applications:
Neutron radiography of irradiated
and unirradiated fast breeder test
reactor fuel pins subassemblies, control rods and other components for
nuclear applications.
Neutron radiography of components
related to space, defence and aerospace applications.
Radiation physics experiments and
Neutron activation analysis.

1
2
3

FUEL
REFLECTOR
CONTROL PLATE

U
5

BEAM TUBE
FBTR FUEL PIN

6

CASSETTE DRIVE
MECHANISM

KAMINI

QUALITY ASSURANCE FOR NEUTRON SOURCE
FACILITY

The neutron source facility (NSH at
IGC consists of a compact reactor
(KAMINI) with appropriate beam channels
for neutron radiography. The reactor
tank (Fig. 1) of 2m inner diameter.
12mm wall thickness and 4.25m height
was fabricated of AISI 304L material at
CWS. Stringent quality control measures
were followed throughout the stages of
manufacture and erection using applicable ASME codes.
All butt weld joints, totalling 75m
length, were subjected to radiogaphic
examination. They were welded employing

gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW)
process for the root pass and shielded
metal arc welding (SMAW) process for
the subsequent passes. All fillet welds
welded by SMAW process were subjected
to liquid penelrant examination after the
final pubs of welding. Each butt weld joint
was represented by a production test
coupon on which radiographic examination, tensile test, bend test, intergranular
corrosion test and estimation of delta
ferrite were carried out.
The dimensional control achieved on
the tank includes ovality control within

15mm over the diameter, verticalih
control within 5 mm and concentricity o
the vessel within 2mm over the entire
height. After fabrication of the tank, i
was subjected to hydrostatic test (wale
hold test) with 24 hours holding time. Al
weld joints were probed for leak bu
none was observed.
The orientation of the three bean
tube nozzles (Fig. 2) situated in th«
north, south and west directions wen
maintained within 0.2 mm accuracy frorr
their specified locations and withir
0.1mm from their specified elevations

78.1 INNER COLLAR t,.NG5
2 SHELL OF TANK
3 BEAM TUBE

U a t R J . NOZZLE
5 BEAM TUBE SUPPORT
6 SUPPORT LUGS
8 SUPPORTS FOR CORE. B . P.
9

DISHED END

10 BOTTOM SUPPORT RIBS
11 CORE BASE PLATE
12 CATCHER VESSEL

\\W\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\\

Fig. 1 - Reactor vessel
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Fig. 2

Configuration of bccim tubes

iizes of the bores and counter bores of
hese nozzles were maintained within
).05mm. The surface finish of these
>ores was controlled better than 0.8,um.
These stringent controls were achieved
iuring machining by meticulous monioring of the shop floor operations using
precision optical instruments. The surface
:
inish requirements of the bores were
assessed by examining the "Technovit
Replicas" of the surface using the
surface texture measuring instrument.
The stainless steel inserts for making the
oiled joints at the beam tube nozzles
railed for high precision machining to
achieve the dimensional tolerance of ±
).O5 mm and surface finish of 0.8/um or
setter. These inserts were also subjected
stringent quality control checks
before acceptance.
Before erection of the reactor vessel
the reactor vault, the vault was
iimensionally inspected and reference
lxes (north-south and east-west) were

established and extended to adjacent
rooms to facilitate erection of equipment
and piping. The horizontally oi the
reactor vault floor plate was checked
and the reference elevations marked.
Since th • reactor vault floor had a
variation in level of the order of 20mm, a
secondary floor base plate was provided,
and it was levelled within a horizontality
of 0.5 mm.
The catcher vessel was aligned to the
reactor vault axes, and its horizontality
was maintained within 0.5 mm. Inside the
catcher vessel, the reactor vessel was
erected and the axes of the vessel were
aligned with respect to the reactor vault
axes within 0.2 mm. The verticality of the
vessel was found to be within 3 mm. The
zircaloy beam tubes inside the reactor
vessel were aligned with respect to the
reactor vessel co-ordinate axes within
0.05mm. The horizontality of the beam
tube was verified to be within 0.1 mm and
the distance between the face of the

beam lube and the vertical axes of the
reactor vessel within 0.2mm.
After expansion of the rolled joints of
the beam lubes, seal welding of the
inserts to the beam tubes was done by
qualified welders by GTAW process.
The seal welds were helium leak tested
and the leak rale was found to be well
below the specified limit of 10 H Pa.m'sec.
The dimensional checks and alignment
checks were performed using optical
metrology instruments such as jig
transit, paragon tilting level, T2 theodolite
and optical plummet which have a high
level of accuracy. The achievement of
the required accuracies in dimensions,
alignment and leak tightness of the
systems has provided confidence in the
fabrication and quality control capabilities at the centre.
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STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS OF A 44m HIGH ENGINEERS
HALL

Facilities for carrying out the full scale
testing in sodium of critical components
of PFBR, (such as fuel handling
equipment) are to be set up at IGC. It is
proposed to construct an Engineering
Hall for housing these facilities, as the
existing engineering halls are not tall
enough to accommodate the test rig.
The high bay of the new hall is
required to be 18 m * 18 m and 44 m high
with a 201 capacity EOT crane at 38 m
level to install and handle the large
component test rig. A low bay of
30 m x 18 m and 23.4 m high for augmenting
test facilities, with a 101 capacity EOT
crane at 18.65 m level is situated
adjacent to the high bay, separated by a
50 mm wide expansion gap. In the
proximity of these two blocks, different
areas for providing services like compressed air, conditioned air, inert gas,
maintenance shops for electrical and
mechanical equipment servicing, control
room and different office areas etc. are
to be located in 2 or 3 storeyed blocks.
The structural system for the high bay
has to be evolved to resist, in addition to
dead loads, crane loads, seismic forces
and wind load. Since the structure is
located at Kalpakkam on the east coast,
it would, in its life time, be subjected to
severe cyclonic conditions involving
maximum wind pressure. Use of trusses
and precast slabs for the roof system
was ruled out on a preliminary analysis
since the frames would be subjected to
large lateral displacements due to low
stiffness. Hence it was decided to
provide conventional beam and slab
arrangement for the roof system.
With the roof arrangement decided,
the frames of the high bay were analysed
for different column sizes and different
conditions of loading as plane frames.
Moments due to wind were much more
than those due to earthquake at lower
reaches and the reverse was the case at
higher reaches. In all cases of analysis
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and for all sizes of columns tried, it was
found that the displacements at the top
were quite high, e.g. even for the column

sizes as big as 800 mm * 2500 mm anc
800 mm * 3000 mm, the displacement;
were 86 mm and 59 mm respectively.
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Engineering hall HI plan

Section on 1 I of t-ig. 1

To minimise the displacements at top
id to reduce the column sizes the
ancept of twin columns was evolved. In

the two rows of columns were tieu
together, rigid floor systems could be
obtained and these floor areas could be

the lateral direction. All individual
frames were also analysed separately as
plane frames under static loading. The
values obtained by 3 dimensional analysis
and plane frame analysis were nearly
identical.
In conclusion, the advantages derived
out of the above arrangement are :
1. the large undesirable displacements
associated with the initial configuration
could be minimised;
2 the additional axial forces due to
wind could be reduced and thus the
requirement of pile foundations was
avoided;
3. provision of separate columns and
foundations for various service areas
and offices could be eliminated by
efficiently utilising the areas created by
the new structuial arrangement;

Fig. 3 - Section on 2-2 of Fig. 1

is, another row of columns at a definite
stance from the portal columns was
sumed for the full height with inter
innecting ties at regular intervals along
e height on each side of the portal
lumns and analysis was once again
rried out for different conditions of
ometry and loading.
It was observed that as the distance
tween the columns was increased the
splacement at the top as well as the
ditional axial forces in the columns
e to wind were considerably reduced,
so, having a larger distance between
1 columns facilitated use of the area
thin.
It was further found that by limiting
2 outer row of columns to midheight,
2 displacement could be brought
wn to reasonable and allowable limits,
i additional advantage realised was
it by providing slabs at all levels where

4. additional floor areas for offices
and different laboratories could be made
available for the users at a lower cost.

used to accommodate the necessary
service areas which were initially planned
to be located elsewhere. Thus not only
could the structural arrangement be
brought to a more streamlined and
stable shape but also the space created
by the additional row of columns
because of the structural arrangement
could be efficiently utilised ;or various
facilities saving cost.
The final configuration, accommodating all the requirements and the newly
evolved structural system is given in the
figures.
With the final structural configuration,
a detailed 3 dimensional analysis was
carried out both for static and dynamic
loading conditions ^sing SAP IV program.
In the dynamic analysis, four modes of
vibrations were combined and the time
period obtained was 1.765sec. in the
longitudinal direction and 1.580 sec. in
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INTEGRATED CAD SOFTWARE FOR CIV1
STRUCTURAL DESIGN

To cater to the Computer Aided
Design (CAD) requirements of engineers
and scientists of IGC, a CAD system
centered around ND-560 computer
system is installed in Computer Centre.
The system supports sophisticated
graphic workstations, genera) purpose
graphic software and CAD software for
Finite Element Analysis, 3D modelling
structures and 2D/3D drafting. An
Integrated CAD software for Civil
(Struclural) Engineering Design has
been developed based on the hardware
and software available with the CAD
system.
This is one of the major software
projects undertaken to develop a
package which will aid the civil engineer
in structural analysis, design and drafting
by carrying out these tasks in an almost
automated way. The package is designed
with built-in intelligence for automatic
generation of nodes and element connectivity, load computation, choice of
analysis, use of material database and
production of engineering drawings.
Internally it makes use of PAFEC for
finite element analysis, BOXER for 3D
modelling of structures and DOGS for
drafting - all transparent to the designer.
The package is fully interactive and userfriendly, facilitating easy definition of
structural members, their locations and
load patterns.
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Fig. 1 - 3-D View of the structure

Fig. 2
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Nodes and elements display
(Phase 2)

The package is organised in several
layers to support the different phases of
the design activity.
— The structural definition phase
offers the designer an extensive set of
interactive commands to define the
structural members and their locations.
— The second phase is for the
automatic generation of nodes and
element connectivity data from the
structure definition.
— The third phase provides the
necessary support for the easy definition
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Fig. 3

Deformed structure
FF.M analysis

of the different types of loads acting on
the structure.
— The fourth phase makes use of the
database built in the earlier phases and
carries out the automatic preparation of

Result of

input data file for finite element analysi
This input file preparation is done f<
both static and earthquake analysis ar
the stress analysis of the structure
carried out using PAFEC.

The fifth phase facilitates the visual
ranning of the analysed results, which
dudes the display of the original and
'formed structures on the colour
i"aphic screen.

4 & ri

The next phase includes the
software packages for the detailed
design of beams and columns making
use of the results from the finite element
analysis of the structure.

The final phase of the package is
intended to provide the necessary
drafting support.
As mentioned earlier, the package
reduces the tedium of the designer to a
considerable extent, by carrying out a
major portion of the design task
automatically. Figures 1, 2 and 3 are the
graphic outpuL obtained from the
package for a sample structure. Figures
4 & 5 are the models analysed for PFBR
design using CAD facilities available in
Computer Centre.

PFBR roof slab and core support structures: Models obtained using programme
lor automatic finite element computation (PAFEC)
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CAPABILITY TO GENERATE MULTI GROUP NEUTRO]
CROSS SECTION LIBRARIES

A new code system for the generation
of multi-group neutron cross sections,
consisting of a series of pre-processing
and processing codes of nuclear data
has been developed in RPD. Starting
from differentia] neutron cross section
data in ENDF.'B format, it is now
possible to prepare nuclear data in any
desired multigroup structure for fast
reactor applications. The development
and the subsequent availability of this
processing code system has enabled to
perform, when necessary, detailed and
specific sensitivity studies also. These
studies have resulted in a better
quantitative understanding of the effect
of specific changes in cross sections on
neutronic parameters of fast reactor
systems. Shown in Fig. 1 is a flowchart
for integral validation studies starting
from the basic data file. This infrastructure has helped to provide all the new
multigroup data needed for fast reactor
core and shielding calculations. The
processing code system evolved and
used at Kalpakkam has passed two
rounds of an IAEA processing code
verification project.
The first version of Indian nuclear data
file for Th-232 was recently prepared in
Kalpakkam based on our own evaluations
of available experimental data, results of
nuclear model based calculations and
guidance from our own integral validation
studies. This file was submitted to IAEA
within fhe scope of an 1AEA-IGC
research contract. Several studies on
integral validation of cross sections were
performed starting from internationally
available basic data files for Th-232 and
U-233 leading to an assessment of
existing discrepancies in various cross
sections and recommendation of the
best available data file for use in design
studies.

BASIC EVALUATED DATA FILE
e.g. ENDF/B-IV
or
ENDL - 84
or
JENDL-2

r
LINEAR : LINEARIZE ENDF/B
RECENT : RECONSTRUCT RESONANCE CROSS SECTIONS
SIGMA1 : DOPPLER BROADENING
\
REX1, REX2, REX3:
MULTIGROUPING: SELF-SHIELDING FACTORS, ELASTIC AND
INELASTIC TRANSFER MATRICES
\i
FORMAT CONVERSION
•\

MULTIGROUP SET

NEUTRONIC CALCULATIONS

Fig. 1 - Basic data file to neutronic calculations

A NEW COMPUTER CODE SYSTEM FOR FBR
NEUTRONICS

The important steps in the design of
he core and blanket of a Fast Breeder
teactor (FBR) are determination of
:ritical mass, fixing the fissile material
:oncentration in various zones, for attainng desired power level and cycle energy,
determining control rod worths and all
•eactivity coefficients which have an
nfluence on the stability, operability and
safety of the reactor, following the
'volution of core and blanket as burnup
proceeds and finalising the reloading
patterns. These steps can be accomplished
accurately only by finding accurately the
leutron distribution in the core and
jlanket for different material configurations
ind at any time during reactor life. The

complex core geometry used for FBRs
(Fig. 1) makes this task more difficult.
Scientists in RPD have developed a
new computer code system shown in
Fig. 2, with which the above task can
be achieved. This code system has been
validated against existing bench marks
and known experimental results for its
reliability. The starting point is a
muitigroup neutron cross section library.
These cross sections are processed
using computer code EFFCROSS to get
energy and mixture dependent self
shielded 25 group cross sections of the
elements present in the core. With (he
information regarding core geometry,

2D diffusion calculations are made using
the computer codes ALCIALMI and
2DHEX to find multiplication factors and
flux distributions. While R Z core
simulations are perfonned with ALClALMi,
hexagonal mesh 2 D simulations are
performed with 2DHEX. The code
ALEX which is coupled to ALCIALMI
can calculate important parameters like
breeding ratio and elementwise reaction
rates.
The spatial distribution of neutron
fluxes in 25 neutron energy groups
obtained by R Z calculation is used for
two purposes as indicated in the
Fig. 2. Firstly, it is used for obtaining
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quantities like danger coefficients and
kinetic parameters using the perturbation
theory code PERTALCI. The newly
written code PINBURN calculates
pinwise linear power in a fuel subassembly and its variation with burnup.
The second purpose is the use of the
space and energy dependent fluxes to
condense the macroscopic cross-sections
to few groups with the help o( the newly
developed code ALTOTR. These condensed cross-sections along with core
geometry information are used in 3D
core simulations to find multiplication
factor, subassembly wise power distribution and control rod worths. The newly
developed code TREDFR and also the
code 3DB represent a hexagonal subassembly by six triangular meshes in the X - Y
plane. TREDFR is generally used for few
group simulations while 3DB performs
25 group 3D simulations for bench
marking. The newly written code 3DALEX
calculates the breeding ratio, maximum
linear pin power and reaction rates in
elements using the fluxes obtained from
3D calculations.

Veraion-n
Cross section
library

Cross section
Energy self shielded
25 group cross sections
Reactor condition
composition and
geometry

2—D Diffusion calculation
.SDHEX)

Breeding ratio
Reaction rates
(ALEX)

Danger coefficient
kinetic parameter
(PEHTALCI)

Maximum linear
pin jpower, burnup
(PINBURN)

(ALCUIJa

D

Multiplication factor
flux distribution in space,energy

Collapses
cross sections
to tew groups
(ALTOTR)
3-D Core simulation
(TREDFR, 3DB)
Multiplication factor
space.energy flux distribution

Breeding ratio
reaction rates
power In pin
(3D-MEX)

Fig. 2 - Row chart of computer code system
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FIRST CRITICALITY AND LOW POWER PHYSICS
EXPERIMENTS IN FBTR

FBTR attained criticality on 18th
October 1985 with a core loading of 22
fuel subassemblies. The predicted
critical loading was 21 ±2 subassemblies
at 423 K. The difference between the
calculated and observed effective
multiplication factor is estimated to be
less than 1 percent.

problem at the loading of the 9th and
10th subassemblies, when the steep dip
in the inverse count due to loading
towards the neutron source, gave
extrapolated critical loading with control

Subsequent to the first criticality, low
power physics experiments were taken
up. Control rods were calibrated using
period method, power oscillation method
and subcritical multiplication method. A

FBTR is the first reactor in the world
A/hich uses plutonium-uranium mixed
carbide as the driver fuel. Sintered
pellets of mixed carbide (Pu/U+Pu = 0.7)
are stacked in pins and a fuel subassembly
consists of 61 such pins. These fuel
subassemblies are located on a grid plate
n the reactor vessel to form the reactor
core surrounded by nickel reflector and
steel reflector subassemblies.
In order to attain safe criticality an
auxiliary neutron source of antimonyneryllium was used in the nickel reflector
•egion. The neutron population was
nonitored by a variety of neutron
ietectors placed in the biological shield,
fhe efficient y of these detectors range
ram 1 cps/nv to 73 cps/nv.
The FBTR fuel loading was conducted
rased on the well established rules:
- Load towards the neutron source.

M/MSER OFfUEl

SUBASSEMBUES

fig. I

rods down of only 11.5 (Fig. 1). To verify
that the dip was due to loading near the
source and not due to actual increase in the
effective multiplication factor, the 10th
subassembly was loaded away from the
source which showed that the loading
was still subcritical by more than 10
subassemblies.

Load towards the control rods.
- Load symetrically.
- Load towards the neutron detectors.
"hese rules ensure that the control rod
norths are adequate and that a concave
iverse count rate plot is achieved so
hat extrapolated critical loading is
Iways less than the actual critical
jading.
One of the challenges in the approach
o criticality was the fact that FBTR fuel
ubassembly size is only l/20th of the
JII critical core loading whereas in the
ither fast reactors it is of the order of
50 or less. This fact gave rise to a

The fuel loading in FBTR is done
under shut down condition with all the
control rods down. To obtain the
extrapolated critical loading it is necessary to periodically bring fhe reactor
from the fuel handling state to the
operating state and obtain count rates
with all the control rods raised. This
control rod raising exercise was done
after the loading of 7, 9, 12 and 15
subassemblies respectively and subsequently after the loading of each further
subassembly. All the neutron counting
work was done when all other electrical
activities were minimum to reduce
ambient pickup in the nuclear instrumen
tation.

microprocessor-based data logging sys
tern which was developed at the centre
was used for the calibration of control
rods using power oscillation method.
The measured worth of six control rods
is 6160 pern compared to the calculated
value of 7310 pcm. Worth of peripheral
subassembly was measured to be 1350
pcm compared to the predicted value
of 1500 pcm.
The temperature coefficient of reactivity was also measured between 457 K
and 628 K. The measured value of the
temperature coefficient was 4.72 pcm K
compared to the predicted value ol
-6 pcm/K.
The fair agreement between predicted
and measured values of the abovireactor parameters has given confidence
on the calculation*)! methods employed.
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CODE DEVELOPMENT FOR DESIGN BASIS ACCIDENT
ANALYSIS

In LMFBRs, any incident leading to
core voiding and core melting may result
in explosive energy release from' the core.
Sale design of the reactor system
requires that even in such remotely
probahle incidents radioactivity should
be contained without aftectiug the health
of working personnel and the public. It is
therefore important to predict correctly
by a computer model the dynamics of
such an incident.
The present trend in the analysis of
such incidents is to develop deterministic
models and analyse the progression of
the events step by step using cause and
effect relationship in two phases
namely, predisassembly phase, followed
by the disassembly phase to evaluate the
fraction of energy available for mechanical
damage, (see Fig. 1.).

PREDISASSEMBLV
PHASE

DISASSEMBLY
PHASE

1

i
WORK ENERGY
EVALUATION

yDAMAGE
EVALUATION

SYSTEM RESPONSE

L _ -_
r
|

1

POST AC ClDENT
HEAT RE MOVAL

Fig. 1 - Mechanistic approach of
accident analysis

The predisassembly phase deals with
the transient sequence from accident
initiation to the point of either neutronic
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shutdown ol the reactor with the core
geometry essentially intact or the o i w l
of conditions for hydrodynamic core
disassembly chw to generation of internal
pressures from vaporised core materials
This phase essentially involves the
calculation and suitable modelling ot
physical phenomena like, reactor kinetics,
reactivity feedback mechanisms, steady
and transient state temperature calcula
lions, single and two phase heat transfer,
fuel pin failure, fuel and dad melting and
their slumping and relocation, fuel
coolant interaction etc. In the disassembly
phase one mainly calculates and models
the fuel displacement reactivity feedback
coupled with core neutronics and
hydrodynamics the other effects being
insignificant due to the short duration of
the phase. The use of a suitable equation
of state is very important in this phase.
At the end of the disassembly phase,
though the reactor core is shutdown
neutronically, it is still expanding and the
thermal energy released during the
incident is capable of doing mechanical
work on the reactor containment
system. The mechanical work can also
come from thermal interaction of fuel
with coolant. Therefore, by suitable
modelling of fuel coolant interaction and
isentropie expansion of fuel, one calculates
the mechanical work potential of the
thermal energy release in the disassembly
phase Finally, by establishing the
pressure source term, the lesponse of
the reactor containment system is
analysed by a hydrodynamic calculation
of pressure propagation coupled with
Ihe analysis of the structural response of
the system components. The systematic
cause and effect approach mentioned
above, provides a relatively realistic
evaluation of the accident consequences
and helps in taking suitable measures in
the design of the reactor.
Such computer codes have been
developed in other countries but are not
always available due to various lactors.

Hence, development of an integratec
computer code lor this purpose was
taken up in RPl), ,uu\ complelec
recently. The development work wa;
done on a modular basis, and most ol tht
modules have been tested agams
available bench mark problems or result;
ol experiments reported in the literature
(•or example, the reactor kinetics
module was tested against SEFOF
super prompt critical experimental tian
sient and certain reactivity feedbacl
mechanisms were tested against lh<
ex|X'rimental results available for Rapso
die Fortissimo. Certain physical pheno
mena thai .ire not properly understoo<
as yet were modelled in such a way tha
they lead to conservative results (oi
safety evaluation. The individual module:
were integrated together and the integratec
code has been tested and validated In
comparing the results of this code witr
those from France, Germany, BelgiuiT
and the U.K. for the European Loss o
Flow benchn,.irk problem. The result:
of our code compare well with thost
of the codes from these countries.
The code named, KAI.DIS. has been
used extensively in performing the
accident analysis of FBTR and PFBR
with oxide as well as carbide core anc
the results have been included in tht
respective safety reports prepared for
iliem. Hlforls are continuing to improve
some of the models.

TRANSIENT PRESSURE GENERATION BY EXPLODING
WIRE TECHNIQUE

In the study of the response of
•uctures and components to transient
essures the exploding wire technique
ows promise as it enables the
neration of reproducible pressure
jnsients of varying magnitude. Knowdge about the decay properties of the
essure pulses in homogeneous and
!terogeneous media is essential to
irry out experiments on the response
the reactor, components and structures
ider dynamic loading. At SRL, a lOkV,
IkJ, 190uF condenser bank with
DOnsec switching time is being used to
merate the transient pressures by
<p!oding wire technique. Experiments
We been carried out in air with
chrome wires of varying dimensions
id energy densities, to study the
fluence of intiai load resistance on the
'essure generation characteristics. The
stimated specific energy deposition is in
le range of 0.5 kJ/gm to 15 kJ'gm.
nlike the shocks generated by copper
ire which exhibit a single step rise time
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Nichrorne Wire-20 Cms
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Fig. 2
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Midplane peak pressure decay

of about Ijusec, the peak pressure is
reached in these experiments in 2
stages, with a sharp rise at first followed
by a slow rise to the peak value. A typical
pressure record is presented in Fig. 1.
For a given wire length and condenser
energy, the peak pressure generated is
seen to follow the relation

P=KA°-7
where K is a constant and A is the area
of cross section of the wire. The mid plane peak pressure of the cylindrical
shocks generated is observed to be 15"<>
more than the peak pressures close to

the electrodes. The radial variation of
the peak pressures at the mid plane is
shown in Fig. 2, for 2kV and 3kV bank
operating voltages. This is seen to follow
the well known power law
P (r) --- Ki r ~a

where Ki is a constant and r is the radial
distance, the exponent taking on the
values of 0.69 and 0.97 at 2 kV and 3 kV
respectively. The values of a for both
point and cylindrical sources are presented
in Table 1. The experiment has esl<i
Wished the generation of cylindrical shock
fronts of good reproducibility with the
exploding wire technique.

Table 1. Values of a for peak pressure decay in air
Source nature

TIME 16 (i s e c / Div —-

Fig. I - Typical pressure signal
generated 6y exploding
wire technique

Point
Point
Point
Cylinder
Cylinder

Pressure range
(kPa)

Value

60-17?
80-274
92-324
120-230
210-500

1.69
1.78
1.82
0.69
0.97
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NEUTRON SHIELD EFFECTIVENESS OF CONCRE
USED IN FBTR

Borated concretes are Ihe most
commonly employed neulron shield
materials in reactors. Alternative, concrete
materials containing rare earth comixmenls
have been investigated in the past at
HASL. A natural follow up to this study
was an evaluation ol the neutron shield
effectiveness of the concrete used in ihe
construction of FBTR at IGC.

gm/cc (1.0V.B)

480
-

•

- - 3.1 gm/cc (1.0% D)
.... 39 gm/cc
— 3.7 gm/cc IZ.OXB)

112
98

420

Studies reveal that serpentine included
in the composition of FBTR concrete is
largely responsible for the attenuation of
fast neutrons. This is due to its rich
water content. The studies also show
that lower levels of boron (~-\'\,) than are
used currently i~-2'-,) could have achieved
the same effect.
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The method of investigation adopted
was to analyse the spectra of neutrons
transmitted through shields of various
thicknesses when reactor neutrons are
incident on one lace. The experiments
were carried out at the Apsara reactor at
BARC. From the details of the spectra,
one obtains a more complete description
of the relative efficacy of the various
constituents of the concrete, than is
possible from integral measurements.
The spectra were measured using a
liquid scintillation detector (NE2I3) in
combination with pulse shape discrimination circuitry to reject gamma ray
interference. The spectrometer system
along with associated data processing
capabilities for spectral unscrambling
had been developed in the laboratory
earlier Fig. 1 shows the typical transmitted spectra lor various types oi
concretes.
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different densities. Additive • boron
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Gamma ray buildup factors represent
response of a scattering medium to a
int source of gamma rays placed in it
d are expressed as the ratio of the
a! dose with respect to the dose due
the unscattered radiation. Build up
tor values at different distances from
point source serve as Green's
ictions in computations involving
itributed sources of gamma radiation,
cognizing their practical utility the
tional Bureau of Standards, U.S.A.
earlier compiled a standard
erence data base on buildup factors,
e availability of improved gamma ray
sraction cross section data on the one
id and the advent of high speed and
[e sized computers on the other hand
mitting more complex and
histicated algorithms for solving the
iation transport equation, have led to
ivision of this data base. Although it is
ed on an American initiative, the
rt is international in character, with
ntists from several countries such as
dia and Japan participating in it.
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2 - Comparison of calculated and experimental transmitted dot* buildup factors.

The Indian contribution is based on
computation with the ASFIT code,
which has been developed at HASL over
the years for the accurate estimation of
gamma ray fluxes in large and finite
shield slabs. Because of the systematic
incorporation of all gamma ray processes
including secondary ones such as
bremsstrahlung, annihilation, flourescence,
coherent (Rayleigh) scattering etc., the
code is reckoned to be among the most
accurate and reliable ones available
today. In parallel with the computations,
critical studies using ASFIT led to
(i) identification of some discrepancies in
the existing practice of using absorption
coefficients and to recommendation of
appropriate ones instead, (ii) meaningful
correction factors when the infinite
medium values are used in the context of
finite shields in contact with tissue
medium and (iii) quantitative estimates
of the relative contributions of the
various secondary processes to the
buildup factors. Figs. 1 & 2 highlight the
role of secondary processes. The effects
of shield tissue interface are shown in
Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3 Tissue dose buildup factor in 5 mfp lead
and 30cm thick tissue system.

Draft versions of the standard data
have been already completed and the
final version is expected soon.
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SUPERHEATED DROP DETECTORS FOR FASi
NEUTRONS

Regular monilorir.g ol the r.idiatior.
exposure rciviwd by personnel working
m tin1 nuclear industry is an intforal
aspecl o/ the reaclor salety and
surveillance programs the world o.'er.
While many standard methods are
available lor this purpose, there is
eonsiderable scope lor improving tlie
methods ol detection and dosimelry.
especially in the case of fast neulron
radiation. In the early part (if this decade,
a new sensitive delector based on the
bubble chamber principle was proposed
lor fast neutron dosimetry. Basically, it
consists ol a large number of superheated
liquid drops suspended in a gel po'- mer
medium. The highly localized thermal
spike following either an (n, p) scattering
or other neutron induced reactions in
the drop leads to its vaporization and the
consequent development of a vapour
(nibble. Vaporization of one drop does
not affect the remainder of the drops. By
counting the vapour bubbles or by
measuring the vapour content, it is
possible to estimate the radiation dose
received.
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Fig. / Irradiated and imirradiated specimens of superheated drop detectors (SDD) based on
Mafron 12 and a polyairyhmide gp/. Bubbles seen in (he specimen on (he left are caused by
euaporafion of drops due to neutron irradiation.

Strangely, the idea has not received
great deal of attention so far, althouc
the method has several merits such c
gamma discrimination, rem respons
pliablt* medium permitting versati
geometric design all the features whic
lire highly desirable in a neutro
dosimeter. This technique is und<
investigation at HASL with a view t
design and standardize a sensitive fa;
neutron dosimeter. A pressure reack
has been constructed using whic
superheated liquid drops can he disperse
in a medium. Commercially availabl
refrigerants Matron 12 and Mafron 2
have been tesled for use as detectc.
materials. Trial runs with prototyp
detectors have been conducted usin
Am Bo'\ndCl 232 neulron sources an
copious yj"ld of bubbles has bee
observed (F;ig. 1). A piezoelectric senso
to monitor the bubbles as they ar
produced and to quantity the radiatio
exposure has also been developed.

RADIATION EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS AND
EDUCATION

In view of the existence at Kalpakkam
•f two power reactors, a fast breeder test
?actor, R&D facilities related to fast
factor technology, a waste management
icility and a plant for reprocessing
pent nuclear fuel, considerable attention
las been given to the preparation of
etailed plans for handing a radiation
mergency at any of these installutions.
here is presently a heightened awareness
mong the public about radiation and
ome concern about the perceived risks
f accidental radioactive releases from
uclear plants. Dissemination of the
ictual inlormation on nuclear safety
speets to the general public and more
specially to the population in the
eighbourhood of a nuclear site has
lerefore assumed great importance,
his aspect has also received due
tention.
A comprehensive manual on emergency
eparedness for Kalpakkam site has
sen drawn up jointly with district autho
ies to lay down the organisational
nurture, responsibilities and the proce
jres to be followed for graded response
> plant, site and off-site levels of
diation emergencies. These plans are
so required to be tested from time to
Tie. In this context, a site evacuation
was conducted in January i988.
his was followed by a mock off site
nergency exercise in March 1988 in
ose coordination with district authorities.

participated in the programme. The
groups visited the power station and the
Environmental Survey Laboratory ^nd
acquainted themselves with the elforts
made in Kalpakkam to ensure compliance
with safety. They also attended a briefing
session conducted in Tamil and engaged
in lively discussions. The topics covered
in the session included radioactivity,
methods of radiation detection, natural
radiation levels, risks due to radiation,
emergency exercises and the role of the
public in an emergency.

The Centre has also brought out
information leaflets addressing specific
issues in (he minds u! (lie public
concerning nuclear power stations. The
leaflets cover a wide range of questions
such as whether we need nuclear power
stations, how nuclear power stations
work, whether accidents can happen in
nuclear power stations, what happens if
they do, what is radiation, what are its
effects, about radioactive wastes and
about what happens to the nuclear
power station at the end of its life.

As part of the emergency preparedness
an, a programme for public education
nuclear power production and
•nergency planning was launched on
^operation with d'Jtrict authorities.
he programme covered inhabitants in
emergency planning zone (EPZ)
icompassing the area within 16kms
idius around the power station. About
)0 persons in 11 groups, each group
imprising selected school teachers,
urses, health and sanitary workers,
Dusewives, farmers and merchants
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SYNTHESIS OF YBa2Cu3O7 THROUGH THE CITRAT
ROUTE

For the large scale applications and
for basic research, it is necessary to
generate a flow sheet for the synthesis of
the high temperature superconductor
YBazCu.\Oi in order to produce this
compound with uniform chemical com
position and reproducible physical pro
perties. For this purpose, the mosl
commonly adopted methods of synthesis
are the ones based on solid state
reaction method, where the binary
oxides Y>O-,i and CuO are blended with
BaCO.i and are made to react at high
temperatures in an oxygen environment
to yield the compound of desired
stoichiometry. In the co-precipitation
method, the reactivity is enhanced
owing to generating these powders 'in
situ' by calcining a mixture of carbonates
or oxalates co-precipitated from aqueous
solution. Both the above methods suffer
from the tediousness of the procedures
employed for ensuring chemical homogenity and reproducibility in physical
properties. A third route known as
citrate incineration metliod has been
successfully adopted at MD for the
synthesis of this compound meeting the
relevant specifications.
The citrate method comprises of
conversion of Y2O.u CuOandBaCO/mto
an aqueous mixture of citrates at a
slightly acidic pH followed by evaporation
and self-ignition. While heating the
batches of the citrate solution (100 ml
each) in an over sized 3 litre glass vessel,
no segregation of solid phases was found
to occur. Prior to the spontaneous flare
up of this mixture (see Fig. 1) the
homogeneous solution swells into a foam
of fine flakes which nearly fills the entire
vessel when the fire is triggered by the
self-ignition of the ammonium nitrate.
In each batch of operation, nearly 10
grams of the tanked powder is produced.
For controlling the morphology of the
powder, it is necessary to control the
citrate fire by adjusting the healing rate
and enhancing the dissipation of heal
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generated in the exothermic combustion
reaction. The resultant powder can be
further homogenised in a grinder. The
chemical homogeneity and the fine
particle size of the product (less than Ml
microns) facilitate the lowering of the
initiation temperature for the solid slate
reaction by nearly 50". However, to
ensure completeness of the reaction, it
was found necessary to repeat the
grinding, companion and heating cycles
at least twice at appropriate temperatures
in purified oxygen environment. This
flow sheet has thus been standardised
for laboratory scale synthesis of Ylio.Cn ;(>•
superconducting compound.

Fig. /

Spontaneous citrate lire during Ihp synthesis o/ YBaiCu.tO:

EXPERIMENTAL SIMULATION OF CONDENSED MATTER
IN COLLOIDS

Electrostatically stablized aqueous
slloidal suspensions when suitably
lionised can develop structural ordering
milar to those in atomic liquids
•ystalline solids and even glasses and
=nce are model systems to investigate
^operative behaviour in condensed
latter. The feature that is unique to
lese systems is that one can alter the
inge and the strength of the interaction
mply by changing the ionic purity of the
jspension. Further, by changing the
article concentration, one can easily
lange the lattice parameter over a
ctor more than five. A remarkable
ature that makes these systems
iteresting is the perfect scaling of a
umber of physical properties, like the
tent heat of melting, the elastic
Dnstants etc., with those in real atomic
^sterns as a function of particle
3ncentration. Very small value of the
astic constants allows one to simulate
Dndensed matter under extreme
jnditions, shear induced melting being
typical example.
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In MSD, structural and elastic properties of aqueous colloidal suspensions of
polystyrene particles are investigated in
order to understand cciain basic
aspects of ordering. As the interparfide
seperation is of the order of the
wavelength of light, an angle resolved
polarised laser light scattering setup has
been built to probe the structural order
in the suspension. A number of interesting
investigations have been carried
oul using this setup For example,
a glass like structural order has
been confirmed in binary colloidal
suspensions from direct structure factor
measurements. The height dependence
of the parlick- concentration in the
Fig. 1 - Crystalline order in aqueous
colloidal suspension of
0,53 \im particles

suspension, winch .irises due to or.iv it.i
nonal effects, has been used to oblain
the bulk modulus i il liquid like ordered
suspensions vvhu h is o! the older ol .i

few dynes cm-'. Structure factors have
been investigated across the freezing
transition (liquid like order to crystalline
like order) and have been found to differ
significantly from those in atomic systems.
Though it is widely believed that the
effective inter particle interaction is
screened coulomb repulsive potential,
the recent observation ot vapour liquid
transition in these systems in this
laboratory support I he presence ot a
secondary minimum in the interaction
potential. In this re entrant transition. •<
homogeneous suspension phase sepaia
tes only lor a restricted range 'it impurity
concentration and is homogeneous on
either side ol this r.i nor. Die re- en I rani
transition to the homogeneous SI.lie is
believed to ! v ai ising (torn the impunn.
concentration dependence of the position
ol the potential

STUDIES ON QUASICRYSTAL

In MSD, theoretical work is being
carried out to understand the structure
and physical properties of quasicrystals.
The arrangement of atoms (decoration)
of the quasiperiodic lattice that leads to
diffraction pattern in agreement with
experiments has been investigated.
Theoretical studies of the electronic
structure and vibrational properties of
quasicrystals indicate that the dispersion
curves are characterised by a dense set
of gaps with self-similar (fractal) structure.
The nature of electronic wavefunction in
a quasiperiodic lattice has been investigated in detail and it is seen that the
wavefunctions are neither extended nor
localised but show a critical behaviour. In
certain cases, such as the quasiperiodic
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The discovery of five-fold rotational
symmetry, which is forbidden by classical crystallography, in the electron
diffraction patterns of rapidly quenched
Al Mn alloys has had revolutionary
implications in condensed matter physics.
They have led to the notion of
quasicrystal, a highly ordered phase of
material that is distinct from both
crystals and amorphous materials. Taking cue from Penrose patterns which
made thpir appearance in recreational
mathematics, it has been realised that
quasicrystalline structure can be generated by tiling of space with two basic units
(motiffs) having their length scales in the
ratio of golden mean.The long-range
ordered structure generated using the
acute and obtuse rhombohedra as the
building blocks has the icosahedral
rotational symmetry and more importantly
shows sharp Bragg diffraction peaks
despite the absence of translational
periodicity. There have been other
approaches to the generation of quasiperiodic lattice such as the projection of
a periodic structure from higher dimensions. It is of great interest to understand
the physical properties of these materials
consisting of a quasiperiodic arrangement of atoms.
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Fig. 2 Variation of resistivity with pressure. Notice the stepped variation and drop in resistivity at
57kbar.
20

sequence of periodic arrangement of
atoms, the wavefunction shows interesting cross-over behaviour from extended
to critical states. Fig. 1 is a plot of the
electron wavefunction at the band edge
which shows multifractal structure.
Diffusion on a quasilattice and critical
magnetic properties have been investigated by Monte Carlo simulation techniques and it is seen that these properties
are nearly similar to those observed in
crystalline materials.

Extensive high pressure X-ray and
resistivity measurements have been
carried out to study the pressure induced
transition in Al Fe quasicrystals. The

lattice spacings, obtained from X-ra;
measurements, are observed to decrease
anisotropically with the increase o
pressure and show a sudden decrease a
57 kbar. The resistivity measurement;
indicate a reversible drop in resistivity a
57 kbar. These changes have beei
understood in terms of a pressure
induced electronic transition rather thar
due to a transformation from metastabl*
quasicrystalline to stable crystallin<
phase. An interesting feature of the higl
pressure studies is the stepped respons<
of resistivity to the increase of pressure
(Fig. 2). This has been understood a<
arising due to the sweeping of the Ferm
surface across the dense set of gaps ir
the electronic band structure.

POSITRON ANNIHILATION SPECTROSCOPY

In the recent years, positron annihila
)ii spectroscopy(PAS) lias become
powerful experimental method to
i/estigate defects in solids. In the
esence of vacancy type defects, posi
3ns injected from a radioactive source
e trapped at these defects and the
mihildtion characteristics provide a
-jnature for characterising the detects.
ie trapping of positrons at monovacan
?s in metals has been used for the
^termination of equilibrium vacancy
mcentration in metals and in the
.timation of precise vacancy formation
lergies. The selective trapping of
)sitrons at vacancy type defects has
;en used in the elucidation of the
icancy related defect reaction occuring
iring the annealing of materials contai
no a non equilibrium ensemble oi
?fects. Another advantage of PAS in
•feet studies arises from the extreme
•nsitivity of the annihilation charactens

tics to the si/e of small detect clusters.
The sensitivity of PAS to small defect
clusters, smaller than the resolution o[
conventional I EM, has made it useful in
I he investigation of early stages of delei I
clustering.
In MSD, experimental facilities have
been set up (Fig. 1) for the measurement
of annihilation characteristics such as
positron lifetime, the angular correlation
of the two annihilation photons and the
Doppler broadened annihilation radiation
line shape. One of the major achievements
has been the setting up of a high
resolution positron lifetime spectrometer
having a time resolution of 190 pico
seconds full width at half maximum.
With this spectrometer, it is possible to
measure the positron lifetime characteristic of various trapped states and
hence use PAS as a tool for deled
spectroscopy. The major areas oi

lesean h MI tivity using PAS has pecii in
the sliuh; ol evolution (it small deli-it
clusters fioiii atomic delects. h.\penmenls
have been carried out to probe the
kineHi s nl vacancy chistenng leading to
the Ic nil Kit ion ol mierovoids. I he : me lea
Him and growth ol helium bubbles in
iriadialed metals has been investigated
in ilet.ul. I he i luslering i it solute atoms
in alloys quenched within the Iwo phase
region has been investigated hi; posi non
annihilation spcetrosi opy. In addilon to
exjicnmental research, theorem al methods
h a w been developed to lalculalc tin
annihilation charaeteristu s •»f various
kinds ol delect ( lusters. Fills has helped
in obtaining, detailed mloimalion on the
geometry and si/e ol small dele, I
clusters in pat tii ular solute atom dusieis
in allovs.

fiq
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CHARACTERISATION OF MATERIALS BY HIGH
TEMPERATURE MASS SPECTROMETRY

A good deal of information about a
condensed phase at elevated tempera
tures can be obtained from the study of
the nature and composition of (he
vapour in equilibrium with it. The vapour
phase at high temperature often consists
of different types of chemical species
some of which are rather unfamiliar ai
low temperatures.
A
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employing high temperture massspectro
metry. In this facility, the vapoui
molecules, in equilibrium with the
condensed phase at high temperature,
contained in a Knudsen i;ell (a closed
c o n I, n i i n w i l l ) . i n n i i l u e i. i-II u s e t h r o u g h

the orifice <>nd enter the ion source of the
mass spectrometer. The positively charged
ions, produced by the impact ol
I'lei I i n i i s . a n 1 s e p a r a t e d u i l h i e - . p e i I l o

mass by the magnetic field and subsequen
tiy detected by a secondary electron
multiplifier. The neutral molecules in the

vapour are derived from I he mass of ions
detected, whereas the ion intensity can
be related to the equilibrium partial
pressures of the gaseous species. One
can study the prevailing gas gas. gas
solid (or liquid) chemical equilibria tmm
the measured partial pressures >ind their
temperature dependence.

necessary lor the attack ol AISl^K:

For the fiist time, ihe vapour species
overM To systems IM Fe, Cr whl Ni)
have been characterised to generale a
new set of thermochemical data in
assessing the fuel dad chemical inter,u
lions in fast reactors. Gihhs energies ami
enthalpies of formation ol metal rich,
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were determined. I lie phase boundaries
with respect lo temperatures and
composition could be delineated bv
following the partial pressures as a
function of temperature and composition.
New1 information on the high temperature
phases has emerged. The activities ol
tellurium in all these phases were
measured. T hreshoid tellurium potentials
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delennined accuralelv. Ihe dala were1
handy in making a realistic assessmeil
of the luel (.lad compalibililv with respeci
to the fission product tellurium.
Incidental investigations l«.-<_ 1 to ihi
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MEASUREMENT OF THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY BY
LASER FLASH TECHNIQUE

Among the various experimental
2thods for thermal conductivity m w
rement, laser flash technique is one of
e most convenient and preferred
2thods in view of the several advantages
Dffers like small sample size, short time
measurement, relatively less influence
heat losses, adaptability for remote
leration etc. A laser flash apparatus for
ei.Tial conductivity measurement has
:en designed and set up at RCL and
easurements on various important
iclear materials have been undertaken.
A schematic of the apparatus is shown
Fig. 1. The heart of the apparatus is a
ilsed ruby laser unit which is employed
deposit an energy pulse on the front
rface of a tiiin disc shaped sample,
le transient temperature response at
e rear surface is monitored by an IR
Sector. The output of the detector is.
nplified and processed employing a
ansier^ waveform digitiser-cum-memory
SO

° Present work
Sanrf.-Assesment by
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Information on heat transport propers of the nuclear materials is important
understanding and predicting the
jrmal performance of these materials,
particular, thermal conductivity data
i essential in the quantitative evaluation
the heat flow and temperature
riations in materials operating under
Tiperature gradients.
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unit. From the data on the rear surface
temperature as a function of time, the
thermal diffusivity and hence the thermal
conductivity are determined.

Fiq. 2 Thermal conductivilv of rare earth
pvrahafnali's as a function of temperature.

The laser flash apparatus was first
tested using standards such as alumina,
stainless steel etc and then a programme
on measurement of thermal conductivity

of oxide and carbide materials was
undertaken. Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 provide typical
illustration of the thermal conductivity
data obtained on selected rare earth
pyrohamates which are being developed
for control rod applications and also on
uranium dioxide.

FHJ 3 Thermal conductivity of
itdichiomelnc COj us a
function of temperature
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PHASE TRANSFORMATIONS AND
SUPERCONDUCTIVITY IN Ti-N ALLOY*

Interstitial solutes like C, O and N
exert profound influence on the
mechanical and physical properties of
transition metals particularly with
ferrous alloys. The role of nitrogen in
«-ritanium on the phase transformations
and the superconducting properties has
been studied in MD. Theoretical studies
on the energetics of the ordering of
nitrogen -atoms and precipitation
indicate that there exists a critical
concentration around 20 a o Nbeyond
which hexagonal structure of a-Ti is
rendered unstable. Also it is shown that
a 77 with ~16 a. o nitrogen (TI'H/V
stoichiometry) undergoes a structural
transformation from hexagonal to
tetragonal structure by continuous
ordering phenomenon. The alloy, even
on rapid quenching, appears to have
decomposed into a and intermediate a'
phases (Fig. 1). The a' phase, when
studied by TEM is found to possess
crystal structure and lattice parameters
same as that of TiiN, but with
c o n s i d e r a b l e d e v i a t i o n from
stoichiometry. Such a' ordered zones
(Fig.2) continue to form on ageing at
temperatures below 373 K while direct
precipitation of Ti^N occurs at higher
t e m p e r a t u r e s . The orientation
relationships between a 77 and a' TijN
have been identified as

clure exhini/ing tweed contrast typical o( the earlv skives of
decomposition u! supersaturated
Ti N solid solution.

(1010} a || (Oil) «' ; (1210) a \\ (Oil) n'
It has also been demonstrated thai the
total microscopic strain associated with
the transformation of <>• — a' Ti-JVcan be
represented as invariant plane strain.
Precipitation of the ordered zones «'
in these alloys has been found to
enhance the superconducting transition
temperature (T,-). The actual values of
the TV have been found to be strongly
d e p e n d e n t upon the nitrogen
concentration. Furthermore, it has been
observed that the maximum value of TV
occurs in the ft quenched state and that
the superconductivity is destroyed
progressively during ageing. A 'strain
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Fiij. 2

HRF.M image ot the quenched

cilluy showing

field criterion' has been evolved to
explain this behaviour of sii|X'rcondui"tKniy.
This criterion takes into account the
nature and ciiMrihution of the strain field
patterns in and around the interph.iM1*
of « and <t'; when the strain fit-Id
interactions cease to be long range in

the distorted

M'yions of intermediate

p h a s e <>'

nature. 7, degradation is noticed.
This criterion brings out the important
role played by the mtt'iniediate phases
and might also lead to suiihesis of newer
phases possibly with a higher 7V.

CYCLIC PLASMA NITRIDING OF 316 STAINLESS STEEL

A plasma nitriding apparatus on a
boratory scale was designed and
bricated in MD. This consists of a
•action chamber, a vacuum system,
as purification and mixing setup, a
^mperature controller and a d.c. and
f. power supply (Fig. 1).
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Modification of surface properties of
eels by nitriding is increasingly in
jmand as it offers a significant increase
wear resistance, fatigue life and
ardness without sacrificing the bulk
•operties of the engineering components,
ecently, plasma nitriding is gaining
:ceptance, since in comparison with
unventional methods, it offers short
jration, low temperature treatment,
ean environment and good tribological
roperties with minimum dimensional
istortion.
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Fig. J - Schematic diagram of plasma nitriding apparatus.
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Plasma nitriding of a solution annealed
type 316 stainless steel specimens was
carried out for various durations in the
temperature range 723 973K. At tern
perature less than 848K, a non uniform
nitriding behaviour with varying surface
hardness (500 1000 VHN) was observed.
Hence- a new cyclic plasi-.a nitriding
(CPN) process, involving alterna
lively plasma nitridino and diffu
sion annealing w.is evolved. CPN has
been found to be more efficient in the
temperature range 723 848 K and results
in a larger case depth, high hard
ness and uniform nitrided layer
(Fig. 2).

W£

15 /xm

It is established that the nitrided zone
of the stainless steel is constituted of
mostly y' Fo,N. t- Fe:N Fe../V. <• Fc,N
on the surface and CrN in (he
subsurface regions. TEM studies have
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shown that ihe nilrided layer contains
mostly y' FciN particles with la' >i
variations in morphology and sizes a. u
CrN in long parallel colonies (Fiy. 3).
Tests were carried out to examine the
stability of the nitrided zone. Subjectify
the specimens to temperatures higher
than the nitriding temperature, for
various durations in the nitrogen radio
frequency plasma, resulted in a yr.idu.il
deterioration in the surface hardness (to
500 VhN from the initial value of 1000
VHN).
This experience has given confidence
in adopting this method to other
potentially useful materials. Other steels
which i.ave been plasma nitrided are
microalloyed steel, AISI type 304 stainless
steel and titanium modified stainless
steel.
I I ' M
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UNIFORM MATRIX CAVITATION IN LOW CYCLE
FATIGUE

Understanding the development of
vitation under high temperature fatigue
crucial in arriving at meaningful life
edict ion techniques. Most of the
ormation available today deals with
le initiation of fatigue cavitation on
jterogeneous sites. In extensive low
'/c\e fatigue studies carried out in MDD,
le existence of uniform matrix cavitation
is been found for the first time. Coarse
•ain size in solution annealed 304
ainless steel and prior cold work have
?en found to favour the formation of
liformly distributed matrix voids. These
aids did not show any preference for
sterogeneous sites (Fig. 1). The distri-

heen conducted on samples cycled to
dilferent fractions of fatigue life. Cavitation
occurs quite early in life. Voids of the
order of 40 nm were seen after 20". of the
fatigue life while alter K)"n of the fatigue
life, existence of the voids were not
observed.

It is therefore concluded that a definite
amount of cyclic deformation is required
before the formation of homogeneous
distribution of matrix voids. These
studies would help in understanding
creep fatigue interaction effects at high
temperatures, which are vital for life
prediction.

fiq. 2

Void drtutdi'tl /one iiml cellular precipite,Ut>n
o( corbitUf' (iloixj <i lu<ih tingle nmm
houndorv 30 ' print cold ivork condition.
T 923K. r 0.1 H/

Fig. 3

~iq, 1 U"i'orm nuitrn uouls m 11)".. prior cold
jork < onditum at 923K, v 0.001 H/

ution was also unaffected by the
resence of sub-grain boundaries. Another
iteresting observation was the existence
f denuded zones, near some grain
oundaries. It is suggested that the
bsence of the voids in These zones
jsults from the loss of excess vacancies
) grain boundaries (Fig. 2). The variation
f average void diameter with frequency
f cycling is shown in Fig. 3. Increasing
le strain range led to increase in void
iameter. These results indicate that the
oid diameter is controlled by the
reduction of excess vacancies.
In order to understand the mechanisms
f uniform cavitation, TEM studies have
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TRANSITION METAL JOINT FOR STEAM GENERATC
CIRCUIT OF PFBR

The design of PFBR envisages the
weiding of steam generator pipes of

ferritic steel (2.25Cr-lMo or 9Cr-Mo)
to pipes of austenitic stainless steel (type
316 LN) from the intermediate heat
exchanger. However several premature
failures of these joints have been
reported in the fossil-fuel fired plants the
world over. These failures have been
attributed to cyclic thermal stresses
arising from the steep gradient in the
coefficients of thermal expansion (CTE)
at the interface between the ferritic steel
and the stainless steel weld and the
migration of carbon from the ferritic
steel to the austenitic weld. Service life
was improved significantly by changing
over to nickel-base welds instead of
stainless steel welds. This is due to the
intermediate CTE of nickel-base weld

and decreased carbon migration.
Though nickel-base welds are currently
used in these joints, some premature
failures are still being reported
To improve the service life of this joint
further, a trimetallic transition joint, with
the transition piece (Alloy 800) having a
CTE intermediate to those of ferritic
steel and stainless steel, has been
developed at MDD, the configuration of
which is given in Fig. 1. This trimetallic
joint results in a 37"> decrease in the
hoop stress at the root region of ferritic
steel.
Metallurgical studies on the 304
SS / Alloy 800 / 2.25 Cr
I Mo steel
transition metal joint were done to select
proper welding consumable and
optimum post-weld heat treatment.
Fig. J

Transition metal joint configuration for PFBR

^ A C r - I M o STEEL
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16-8 2 was chosen as welc
consumable for the 304 SS Alloy
joint, because of its lower microfissu
tendency and reduced CTE mismc
across the joint. Inconel 82 182
chosen for the other joint. Based on
m i c r o s t r u c t u r e and mechani
properties, 973K/lh post weld r
treatment was chosen for the a
800/2.25 Cr-1 Mo steel joint. Studies
now being conducted to understand
in-service failure mechanisms
subjecting the joint to accelarated te
No failure has so far occured in th
tests after cumulative exposure at 87
for 6700hrs. over 200 thermal eye
indicating a considerable improvem
in performance by the use of I
trimetallic transition joint in place of
direct bimetallic joint.
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WARM WORKING OF AISI TYPE 316 AUSTENITIC
STAINLESS STEEL

The process of warm working, a novel
"lermomechanical process, involves
(/forming materials at intermediate
'mperaunvs (0.4 0.6 T,,, where TM1 is
lehing temperature ot the material), at
ich combinations of temperature and
rain rate that some amount of strain
ardening is evident. Advantages of
arm working are lower heating costs,
tle or no waste of material, good
urf.ue detail, better lubrication,
"nproved formahility, lower working
tresses and increased tool life.
"he generation of finer and stable
lislocation substructure in the warm
worked product as compared to hot
worked product can be exploited to
/ield products with excellent mechanical
properties at ambient as well as elevated
emperatures by suitable choice of warm
working parameters. Additionally, the
occurrence of Dynamic Strain Ageing
DSA) in the warm working temperature
egime would tend to increase the
Reformation stress, which in turn would
ead to fine substructure.
Warm working studies were carried
jut in MDD on AISI type 316 austenitic
stainless steel in the temperature range
523 • 1123K (under continuous cooling
rondition) to different strain levels. A 2hi
4hi instrumented rolling mill was
jmployed to impart the thermomechanical
reatment to the material. It was
sbserved that the dimensional
iccuracies achieved on the warm rolled
sroducts were far superior to those of
lot rolled material and the machine
rapacities could be fully utilised in warm
oiling if one considers the energy input
or a given strength level of the product.
The evalua in of ihe mechanical
properties of the warm rolled stainless
.teel specimens indicated that the warm
oiled specimens exhibit high yield and
ensile strength coupled with adequate
itnount of ductility. Comparison of the
ensile properties of the warm rolled

specimens with those of hoi rolled as
well as cold rolled specimens suggested
that the warm rolled specimens possess
the best combination of strength and
ductility. For instance, the tensile
properties of a specimen warm rolled at
423K to 30".. thickness strain were 550
MPa yield strength, 686 MPa ultimate
tensile strength and 43".. total elongation,
whereas the corresponding figures for the
30".. cold worked specimen were 580
MPa, 662 MPa and 8.3",. respectively.
The tensile work hardening analysis of
the warm rolled specimens showed that
the Estrin Mecking formulation applicable to precipitation hardening alloys
could satisfactorily explain the observed
slivnghlhening in the warm worked
material, thereby indicating that the
major strength could be attributed to the
line and uniform carbide precipitates
produced during warm working ol the
austenitic matrix. The impact properties
;>( the warm rolled samples also
indicated that they are adequate for
engineering applications. A series of hot
hardness tests were carried out to assess
the retention of strength of warm rolled
material. The hot hardness tests in the
temperature range 300 - 923K showed
that the strength achieved during warm
rolling could be retained upto 0.5 Tm.

<\])d annealed specimens. It has been
shown that such a behaviour can be
traced to the extensive matrix prei ipita
tion of fine carbides during the warm
working, in contrast to the localised
yiain boundary precipitation in the case
of hot worked and aoed malerials.

The warm working temperature regime
coincides with that of precipitation of Cr
rich carbides as a grain boundary
network in austenitic stainless steels.
These carbides are believed to be
deleterious to the inteigranular corrosion
properties. But the tests conducted as
per the ASTM standard A 262 Practice
A & E showed that the as warm rolled
stainless steel specimens were free
ol inlergranular corrosion. Further,
when subjected to ageing subsequently in the sensitising tempera
tun- regime ol stainless steels, the warm
rolled samples exhibited less delenora
lion due lo inlergranular corrosion when
compared lo convenlioiwlly hoi worked
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DEVELOPMENT OF AN OCCLUDED GAS ANALYSER

Qualitative and quantitative determi
nation of gases occluded in solid matrix
MC necessary for the characterisation of
materials used as fuels or structural
components in a nuclear reactor. In
some cases their influence on metallurgical
and physico-chemical properties .ire
significant.
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Trapped gases may be present as
(ilatomically dispersed indifferent types
of clusters with lattice imperfections
(ii) bubbles within the grains (iii)intergr.niu
lar bubbles. Therefore, in addition to the
total quantity, one desires to distinguish
and estimate fractions tied up with each
type of entrapment. Thus, a study ol
release rates and the consequent
outgassing pattern as a function ol
temperature and tune may help in the
detailed characterisation o! entrapped
gases.
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One simple way to determine the
retained gases is by thermal desorplion
at elevated temperatures tollowed by
dynamic monitoring with the help ol a
quadrupole mass spectrometer. An
occluded gas analyser has been built
at RCL based on this approach.
The sample is heated (max. upto
1973 K) by RF induction in an evacuated
chamber. The temperature is measured
by an optical pyrometer. The quadrupole
gas analyser continuously monitors the
gas desorbing from the sample. The
amount of retained gas is proportional to
the area under the ion current vs time
plot.
In a typical application, helium retained
in metallic glass (Fe.uJViutPi iBi.) was
analysed using this facility. Helium was
implanted by irradiation with He ions in
an accelerator. The thermal desorption
spectra of helium implanted metallic
glass (Fig. a) is compared with those of
the devitrified glass (Fig. b) and polycryslai
line nickel (Fig. c) obtained in the same
manner. It is evident that th'e nature of
helium trapping is similar in devitrified
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DEVELOPMENT OF IN-SERVICE INSPECTION
TECHNIQUES FOR PRESSURISED HEAVY WATER
REACTORS

Pressurised Heavy Water Reactors
'HWRs) are the mainstay of nuclear
)wer generation in India presently.
- service inspection (IS!l is essential to
isure safety, reliability and economy.
PEND has developed some imporianl
•I procedures in collaboration with
PC.
The techniques are based on eddy
irrent, ultrasonic and acoustic emission
"inciples. In eddy current technique,
langes in the impedance of probe coil
the vicinity of the surface of the
jmponent are monitored. Any abnorlal change indicates a defect. In
trasonic testing, the time taken for the
:ho of the incident ultrasonic pulse to
:ach the probe is observed. This can be
arrelated with the location at which
:ho has occured. Any echo other than
lose from known surfaces indicates a
efect. A crack propagating under
:ress, a leak source, etc. emit acoustic
aves. These acoustic emissions if
:corded faithfully and interpreted judiously will give valuable information on
ie integrity of the component, the
ication of the leak source, etc. The
Yectiveness and usefulness of these
:chniques have been demonstrated in
perating power plants and in plants
sing commissioned.
Location of garter springs between
ressure tubes and the surrounding
ilandria tubes and measurements of
ap between these tubes is an important
isk (Fig. 1). Displacement of garter

springs leads to reduction of gap
between pressure tube and calandria
lube. This in turn, under the load of the
fuel, leads lo the closure of the gap and
thus to localised massive hydriding and
eventually to the failure of pressure
tubes. Eddy current probes are developed
to locate the garter springs and lo
measure gap between pressure tube and
calandria tube (Fig. 2).

link with leak source. Spectral analysis
of the signal has been effectively used for
this purpose. Remotely operated ultra
sonic testing has been used to profile the
crack (leak path) in calandria side tube
sheet. These are some of the landmarks
in the indigenous development ol IS1 tor
nuclear reactoi s.
Successful application of these techni
ques requires analytical and computer
modelling (Fig. 3), good mechanical design
of the sensor assemblies and other hard
wares, extensive laboratory and field
trials, and correct signal analysis.
DPEND has developed multidiscipli
nary expertise in all these aspects in
order to be able to cater lo multifarious
NDE problems.

Fig. 2 Photograph of eddy current probe.

Acoustic emission technique has been
used to detect leaks in one of the critical
components (endshield of a PHWR).
Leak source in an inaccessible region
(calandria side tube sheet) has been
detected by monitoring acoustic emission
from an accessible region (fuelling
machine side tube sheet) having acoustic
Fig. 3

Predicted magnetic flux
line contours

FUEL
BUNDLE

Fig. 1 Sectional view of coolant tube and calandria tube.
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DETECTION OF NATURAL FATIGUE CRACKS IP
TEXTURED MICROSTRUCTURES

Mai-aging steel is used for fabrication
of casings of rocket motors (or space
vehicles. For increasing tlu1 payload
capacity cither the thickness of the
casing should be increased or the
allowable defect size should lie reduced.
In order (o achieve hiyh strength to
weight ratio, demands tire to reduce the
delect size in the material. Conventional
ultrasonic testing was employed in
DPEND to detect 3mm x lmm simulated
fatigue crack. Defects of this size could

be detected when present either in
parent metal or weld section barring top
mid-section of the weldments. This is
due to the presence of textured
dendritic structure in the top mid
section of the weldment. (Fig. 1). This
structure causes scattering of ultrasonic
beam resulting in noise and hence leads
to poor signal to noise ratio. This
problem was referred to DPEN'D by
Vikram Sarabhai Space Centre,
Trivandrum.

mam®
I
Fig. /

TOP
MIDSECTION

I

Microstructure of maraging sleel weldment

I he following account gives how
different signal analysts approaches (or
this problem improved confidence level
for distinguishing defect signal Irom
noise signal.
-PROBE

The fall lime of the defect signal was
found to be shorter compared to that ol
noise. However separation ol delect
signal from that ol noise was not
unambiguous. The confidence level
achieved was 60".. only.
Correlation ol any two signals In ing
out the common frequency components
present in both the signals. In case ol
autocorrelation, correlation of a signal
f(t) is done with the same signal, and
is given by

A (T) E
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SIGNAL
ANALYSER

n

FLOPPY

ULTRASONIC
TRANSDUCER
ANALYSER (UTA)
r
PLOTTER

Fig. 2

Block diagram of the experimental setup

+T

Conjugate multiplication f(t)
of
a u t o c o r r e l a t e d time signal was
considered for analysis.

Z(T) -

DATA
ACQUISITION
SYSTEM (DAS)

For defect signals
decay or central
been observed in
whereas for most
the two features

either an exponential
valley or both have
majority of the trials,
of the noise signals,
were absent (Fig. 31.

The confidence level achieved he this
technique was 65' .
Demodulation of 7.(11 given by
P (T) = log Z (T)
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was obtained. For defect signals, it has
been observed that there are more
number of distinct lobes having less
width, whereas for noise signals, there
are a few distinct lobes but they have
higher width (Fig. 4). The confidence
leva' for defect discrimination by (his
technique was found to be 85"...

20.46LI

Sec.

Dr modulation

and noise-defect combinations were
obtained. The cross power spectrum
consists of real and imaginary components. The centroidsof cluster of defect noise combinations in first and fourth
quadrants were found to be distinctly
separate from centroids of noise-noise
combinations in respective quadrants
(Fig. 5). Confidence level achieved by
this technique was 95"(..

Cross power data of two signals can
be obtained by conjugate multiplication
of their fast fourier transforms. Cross
power data of a number of noise-noise

during in-service inspection of critica
components, in the presence of nois<
due to texture of infrastructures
Indeed, these techniques have beei
useful for defect detection in thicl
austenitic stainless steel weldments are
composite materials.

These techniques can also be extended
for early detection of similar defects
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PROFILING OF INTERNAL CONTOUR OF BENT
TUBULAR DUCT

Normally the configuration of profile
of a tube or tubular structure is
examined from outside. It is however difficult to find out the configuration of a
tube by examination from inside. A novel
technique has been developed at DPEND
to measure the profile of bend of tubular
ducts by a mechanism that operates from
the inside of the tube. For practical
application, this would lie useful when
there is a space restriction to measure
the bend Irom outside. The technique is
based on the principle of operation of
gyroscope. The device consists of a
system of three rings arranged on a
common axis. During negotiation of
a bend, the inner two rings "mimick" the
tube bend in two planes by appropriate
self tilling with respet . to the outer ring.
Two sets of fine varv.i le resistors with
sliding controls transform the tilts about
two axes with output voltage calibrated
to determine the tilts with respect to
each plane. These two tilt values would
correspond to the values of tube bends
with respect to the same planes. The
values of the extents of bends at eac h
axial location can be monitored and the
overall contour can be obtained. The
total contour can be displayed by
computer graphics.
The minimum radius ol curvature of
the tube through which the device can
negotiate is only limited by the length of
the device and the diameter of the outer
ring. The range through which the bend
can be measured is ?_10"and resolution
obtainable with wire wound resistors is
1 2'. and with capacitor based transducers
it can be improved to a few seconds.

Fig. I - Sketch showing the ckinn
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LASER TECHNIQUES IN MATERIALS RESEARC

of these wavelets gives rise to a speckle
pattern which is characteristic of the
surface. The changes in surface characteristics therefore causes marked difference
in the scattered pattern of the laser
beam. This makes it possible to
determine the extent of plastic deformation
in a material, which introduces changes
in surface characteristics of the specimen.

Due to its sharp wavelength, long
coherence length and high intensity,
lasers have unique applications in many
fields. Two such applications developed
in DPEND are described below.
Non-Contact Technique to
Determine Plastic Deformation
Knowledge of the plastic zone of
deformation around a growing crack in a
specimen is of importance in understanding
fracture toughness behaviour of materials.

The polished specimen is plastically
strained in a tensile testing machine and
the laser scattering after each incremental
strain is measured. Both peak amplitude
and full width at half maximum (FWHM)
are used to monitor plastic deformation.
This method, especially using peak

When a laser beam is incident on the
object surface, each point on the surface
acts as a source of coherent optical
wavelet. The interference of a multitude

amplitude, is very sensitive in the inil
stages of plastic deformation (Fig. 1).

This method is useful in delineati
the plastic zone, around a grow!
crack, which is an important paramel
in fracture mechanics.
Projected Interferometry

A novel method has been develop
in DPEND for profiling cylindric
objects. This method has been develop
keeping in view the measurement
dimensional changes in fuel pins of h
reactors. However, this method can
well be adopted to other profili:
applications.

20-

SS

5
STRAIN %

10

15

5
STRAIN

10
%

Fig. / Full width at hall maximum (FWHM) (Fig. la) and peak height (PH) (Fig. lh) of the iniensitv distribution of the
scattered laser beam as a Junction of strain in stainless steel (SS), mild steel (MS), brass IB) and aluminium (All. FWHM
is measured at a distance of 85mm and PH is the output of photo detector.
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Here, a slit is formed by keeping the
ibe on an optical flat with two lOOyum
>acers. The slit is illuminated by a
e-Ne laser beam (Fig. 2). The resulting
inge pattern projected on to the screen
insists of diffraction fringes due to the
it and multiple interference fringes due
i cylindrical and flat surfaces of the tube
id the optical flat respectively. While
ffraction fringes give profile of the
/lindrical specimen along the axis.

interference fringes give profile along the
circumference (Fig. 3).
The advantages of this method are
(a) extremely simple setup, (b) easy
interpretation of results and (c) real time
capabilities. The disadvantage is that the
object has to be atleast moderately
reflective, so as to enable projection of
interference fringe pattern on to the
screen.

SCREEN

Ir.TERF ERENCE
FRINGES

CLADDING
TUBE
CYLINDRICAL
MIRROR

,
^INCIDENT
BEAM

Fig. 2

Setup for projected interferometry

. 3(h)

DIFFRACTiGN
FRINGES

OPTICAL
FLAT

itiiiiiJfeiBnaLni
PfF due to C2 locnbawf dent

. 3(a)

ig. 3(c)

Projected niter! civ nee

(Plh't

PIF due to ct localised swelling
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ACOUSTIC EMISSION REVEALS MICROSTRUCTURE!

Materials undergoing deformation generale acoustic emissions (stress waves)
due to transient relaxation of stress and
strain fields. The acoustic emission (AE)
thus generated strongly depends on the
microstructure and the deformation
process taking place. Thus this technique
enables to identify the microstructures
from the characteristic AE generated.

fig. 1

1313K /

At DPEND, extensive work has been
carried out on a nickel based alloy,
PE-16 for correlating AE with microstructures. There '.re distinct differences
in the nature of AE when different
second phases like incoherent carbides
and coherent y' precipitates are present
in the alloy under tensile deformation
and fracture. Deformation processes
associated with these secondary phases
can be distinguished using various AE
parameters like peak amplitude, energy
of events, rms value ringdown counts/
events, etc.
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Single phase austenite generates
weak signals with no variation in rms
voltage except for occasional bursts
(Fig. 1). Incoherent and brittle carbides,
undergoing decohesion and fracture,
generate burst type AE (Fig. 2). Higher
the interfacial energy between the
matrix and hard second phase, stronger
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the AE generated. For example, decohesioi
and fracture of MC gives higher acoustk
energy compared to decohesion am
fracture of MziCe since the interfacia
energy between 7 MC is higher compare<
to that between
When fine coherent y' precipitate
are present and deformation takes plac<
by particle shearing process, continuou:
type AE with broad peak in rms voltagi
corresponding to onset of plastic flow i;
observed (Fig. 3). When deformatior
takes place in presence of coarse 7
precipitates, by Orowan looping process
only increase in events and ringdowi

When both MC and y' are present,
Dntinuous type AE with superimposed
ursts are observed (Fig. 4). Since the
ress required for decohesion and
acture of MC is lower than the stress
iquired for macroscopic yielding of
taterial in presence of y', the burst
nissions are generated much before
lacroscopic yielding takes place. The
crease in strength of material by y'
irecipitation, which depends on size and
plume fraction of y' can be related to
le peak of the AE rms voltage at the
nset of plastic deformation.
] The studies have indicated that it is
bssible to know the deformation

Fig. 4
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z
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Dunts takes place. No change in rms
jltage is observed. These observations
dicate that Orowan looping process
snerates weak AE as compared to
irticle shearing process.
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process taking place in PE-16 material
with different microstructures using AE
parameters. Also, characterisation of
AE behaviour during deformation of
PE-16 with different microstructures

helps in better interpretation of AE data
obtained from the online monitoring of
components/structures made of PE-16
with various microstructures.
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AMPLIFICATION OF WEAK ACOUSTIC EMISSIOr
SIGNALS FOR BETTER ANALYSIS

Use of acoustic emission technique
for defect detection/location, in structure/
component made of austenitic stainless
steels, becomes difficult since these
steels, generate weak acoustic emission
(AE) signals during deformation and-or
crack growth. This problem gets further
aggravated if the component/structure
is operating under noisy environment. In
order to overcome this problem, an
innovative technique has been
developed in DPEND wherein, by
external injection of acoustic signal with
suitable frequency and amplitude, the
weak AE signals generated within the
material during plastic deformation and
crack growth.can be amplified. The term
amplification refers to the increase in AE
activity as a function of the input
acoustic energy at any given instance.
This technique has potential to unfold
better understanding of dynamics of
deformation in these materials by
analysing the amplified AE signals.
. This technique has been applied for a
nuclear grade AlSf type 316 stainless
steel undergoing deformation. Average
amplification factors of 2, 4, and 10 have
been obtained by injecting acnusiic
signals having a frequency 156 kHz and
an amplitude of 0.2, 0.5 and 0.7 volts
peak to peak respectively (Fig. 1). The
frequency of injected signal is based on
the transfer function for the acoustic
waves in this material. This frequency is
the first frequency peak observed in the
transfer function curve. The first
frequency was selected so that any high
frequency components obtained during
a m p l i f i c a t i o n p r o c e s s can be
accomodated within the frequency
response of the broad band AE sensors.
One of the possible reasons considered
for the observed amplification of AE
generated is interaction of injected
acoustic wave with low amplitude AE
generated due to dislocation activity.
However, this would mean that all signals
would be uniformly amplified since the
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Fig. 1 - Acoustic amplification al uarious injected voltages.

interaction energy is proportional to the
product of impressed acoustic energy
and the strain field of dislocations. This
is in contrast to the results which
showed strong dependence of amplification factor on the amplitudes of injected
acoustic wave and hence this possibility
was ruled out.

that by increasing the amplitude of inpi
acoustic wave, more and more subcri
cal sources can be activated by ove
coming higher energy - barriers. Th
explains the observed increase
amplification factor with increase
input voltage of the injected waves.

The other but more probable reason
for the observed amplification is that the
injected acoustic wave would trigger
groups of dislocations arrested <)!
obstacles by supplying additional energy
to overcome the barrier, thereby stimulating subcritical sources. This results in
additional AE activity. It can be expected

When AE is generated from ne
sources, Ihese sources may ha
different relaxation times depending o
local environment and thus may gk
new frequency components in th
amplified signal. In fact, some of th
events generated showed addition
high frequency components.

D

?2£Si

MINATION OF TRACE
ATF
A N D LITHIUM B

METALS IN
Y ELECTROTHERMAL ATOMIC

ABSORPTION SPECTROMETRY

Fhe determination of traces of metallic
jurities in sodium is important for
>nitoring and understanding corrosion
i mass transfer processes taking
ce in the sodium loops of fast
ctors. A method that is widely used
olves removal of sodium by distillation
ler' vacuum and analysis of the
idue by flame AAS. One disadvantage
the distillation technique is that it
mot be used for the determination of
itile imparities such as Cd and Zn
eh are partially or wholly lost in the
illation process. Moreover, use of
all sample size is desirable for the
lysis of radioactive primary sodium.
ice a direct method for analysing
ium by electrothermal AAS has been
eloped at RCL. In this method, sodium
irectly dissolved and a sample size of
50 jug (as sodium nitrate) is used in
graphite furnace atomiser. With the
erior sensitivities (10" H - 10~13g) attain• with very small sample volumes
fj\), it has been found possible to
ctly determine impurities such as Cd, Pb,
Ni, Co etc. at sub-ppm levels. This
inique has also been extended to the
jrmination of Cr, Ni and Pb in lithium
ch is a candidate material for use as
i coolant and blanket material in
on reactors. Typical results on the
>rmination of impurities in sodium
lithium are given in Tables 1 and 2.

chosen to remove the bulk of the matrix
before atomisation, thereby minimising
the matrix interference. The absence of
matrix interference was confirmed by
standard addition studies. The only case
of matrix interference was that of lithium

in lead determination. This could be due
to the strong intermetallic compound
formed between lithium and lead. This
problem was overcome by the addition
of magnesium or lanthanum as 'releasing
agent'.

Table 1. Determination of Impurities in Sodium
Element

Wavelength
(nm)

Recovery
(%)

Detection
limit,
Ms/g

Concn. measured
in nuclear grade
sodium, na/s

Cadmium
Lead
Nickel
Chromium
Cobalt

228.8
283.3
232.0
357.9
240.8

99±6
95±8
95±6
96±8
95±8

0.02
0.48
0.48
0.18
0.11

0.03
<0.48
0.75
0.34
0.20

Table 2. Determination of Impurities in Lithium
Element

Wavelength
(nm)

Recovery
(%)

Detection
limit,
MS/3

Concn. measured
in lithium

Nickel
Chromium
Lead

232.0
357.9
283.3

99±3
104±4

0.3
0.2
1.4

44.4
13.1
25.1

102±6

or achieving the sensitivities mentioned
ve, the selection of a suitable matrix
i the most vital step. Nitrate, sulphate
chloride matrices were investigated.
; non-specific absorption at the
lyte wavelength was measured with
help of the deuterium hollow
lode lamp. It was found that the
ate decomposes readily at lower
iperatures resulting in the lowest
tribution to the non-specific absorption,
ice both sodium-and lithium were
lysed as their nitrate, employing
terium background correction. The
iperature programme was suitably
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ON-LINE METERS FOR USE INSODIUM COOLAN'
CIRCUITS

Continuous monitoring of coolant
sodium for impurities such as oxygen,
hydrogen and carbon using on-line
devices is very important for the safe and
economical operation of fast reactors.
These monitors can help detect initiation
of steam generator leaks which may lead
to sodium-water explosions, spillage of
pump oil into sodium circuits and ingress
of impurities into sodium during material
introduction to core.
Oxygen meter
The conventional thoria-based meter for
measuring oxygen in sodium suffers
from many drawbacks. Thoria is highly
prone to failure on thermal shock, is
attacked by sodium on prolonged
exposure at high oxygen levels and is
difficult to fabricate in tube form. Its lifetime is highly unpredictable. An alternative
electrolyte, viz., zirconia coated with
calcium zirconate has been developed at
RCL for use in place of thoria in the
above meter. With the use of a new
reference electrode, K, K2O in these
meters, they could be operated at low
temperatures (-523 K) where the conductivity properties of zirconia are good
and the kinetics of attack by sodium on
electrolyte is slow, thereby ensuring long
lifetimes. The cell can be represented as

reactors. The solid electrolyte used in
this meter is CaCh with some CaHv
dissolved in it. Since CaCk is not
compatible with sodium, it is separated
from sodium by a thin membrane of pure
iron which is highly permeable to
hydrogen. Li, LiH slurry serves as
reference electrode. The cell can
be represented as
Na (H) mss/Fe/CaCk-CaHi/Fe/Li, LiH
This meter, when tested in bench-top
sodium loops, gave a sensitivity of 4 ppb
at a hydrogen level of 100 ppb in sodium.
Hydrogen meters have been incorporated
in the secondary circuits of FBTR. They
were also helpful in studying the kinetics
of reaction between oil and sodium.

electrolyte, separated from liquid sodiu
by a thin iron membrane. Graphite
used as the reference electrode. The c(
can be given as:
C, Ni/LhCOs-NcuCOa/Fe/Na, C d «
The emf output of the meter
logarithmically related to the carbc
concentration in sodium. The ne
design of the reference electrode evolve
at RCL has led to better long ter
performance of the meter. Using th
meter, unique studies have been carrit
out on the behaviour of carbon
stainless steel. A new approach has bee
made to the measurement of Carbc
potential in a number of systems usii
this meter.

Electrochemical carbon
meter
This employs a mixture of molten lithium
carbonate and sodium carbonate as the
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The cell output is proportional to the
logarithm of oxygen concentration. This
meter was tested for its performance in
bench-top sodium loops and was found
to perform well in the concentration
range of 1 to 25 ppm. The possibility of
incorporating this meter in FBTR is now
being examined.

Hydrogen meier
Electrochemical hydrogen meters are
more simple and direct in their function
compared to Ihe diffusion type hydrogen
meters being used in various fast
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RADIOACTIVE SODIUM CHEMISTRY LOOP

During normal operation of fasl
lactors, various radionuclides gel
Jeased from the core region into (he
>olant stream. These radionuclides,
insisting of activated corrosion products,
sion products, fuel materials etc. lead
activity buildup in the primary coolant
cuit, thereby making operation and
aintenance difficult. This makes it
cessary to develop suitable Radionuclide
•aps (RNTs) to selectively concentrate
id contain the nuclides of interest. To
irry out studies on activity transport
id to develop suitable RNTs, a
dioactive Sodium Chemistry Loop
•?SCL) was built and commissioned at
!CL. This loop will also serve as a facility
test the long term performance of onne monitors for impurities in sodium
uch as oxygen, hydrogen and carbon.
The RSCL consists of a main loop and
n auxiliary loop, with an overall
apacity of 150 kg of sodium. A
Schematic diagram of the loop is
irovided in Fig. 1. In the test section of
he loop, a sodium velocity of 5 m/s and a
?mperaiure of 925 K (typical of fast

HMF signals from the on line meters. The
personal computer forms the front end
intelligence of the system, with user
friendly routines guiding the operation ol
the loop. Graphical representation of
Ihr loop is bring developed so that alarm
messages can be displayed on the
locations concerned for ready assessment
of its impact on the operation.

read or systems) can be achieved. This
enables study of the release behaviour of
the activated corrosion products such
anMn 54, Co 60,Fe 59etc.,byintrodu
cing suitable samples in the test section.
Fuel-coolant chemical interaction can
also be studied by introducing defective
fuel pins in the test section. The auxiliary
loop aids in characterising the sodium
during activity transport studies and
serves as a facility to test the long term
performance of the various meters for
oxygen, hydrogen and carbon impurities
in sodium. A section of the loop can be
converted to a Segregated Iodine
Sodium Sampler for the determination
of the / 131 content in sodium.

A number of safety systems have been
incorporated in the Iacihty to ensure safe
operation of the loop. To detect small
sodium leaks, a large number of wire
type sodium leak detectors have been
incorporated at various locations of the
loop. In addition to this, smoke as well as
fire detectors have been installed above
the loop area to detect sodium fires. In
the event of any persistent sodium leak
signal, the computer ensures dumping of
sodium in the loop into the dump tank
and the safe shut down of the loop.

The control and surveillance of the
loop is performed by a computer system
comprising of a personal computer in
interactive communication with two
microcomputer modules, one dedicated
to the main loop and the other to the
auxiliary loop. The microprocessor
module controls the temperature in the
various sections of the loop. It also scans
the leak and level detectors and logs the
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A NEW APPROACH IN SIGNAL PROCESSING
TECHNIQUE FOR SODIUM BOILING NOISE DETECTION

In LMFBRs, the detection of sodium
boiling in its incipient stage is an
important requirement for safety. During
sodium boiling, the generation, growth
and collapse of sodium vapour bubbles
affect the neutron noise of the reactor
and lead to the emission of acoustic
noise. Therefore, the detection of
sodium boiling by monitoring the acoustic
and neutron noise is considered to be a
promising method. However, for reliable
detection, it is necessary to distinguish
the sodium boiling noise . from the
background noise in the reactor. Therefore, suitable signal processing techniques
are to be evolved to detect the sodium
boiling noise against the reactor background noise.
In RPD, investigations were carried
out on the comparative assessment of
signal processing and analysis techniques
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to identify and develop a new optimum
method for a reliable online sodium
boiling noise detection system. Special
emphasis was put on the search of better
signal features sensitive to sodium
boiling noise, suitable selection of the
boiling noise threshold and evolution of
the method of achieving the target limits
on the probabilities of spurious boiling
detection and missing the boiling detection to make the method of sodium
boiling noise detection more reliable.
The investigations, revealed that the
segmented areas under the probability
density function of the noise data, are
particularly more sensitive to the sodium
boiling noise and hence can be considered
as good features for sodium boiling noise
detection. For fixing the ..oiling threshold,
the maximisation of the product of
probabilities of spurious boiling and
missing the boiling detection is found to

be most suitable. Evaluation of th<
quality of the signal processing technique
in terms of their capability to detec
sodium boiling with desired reliability i
an important step in the development o
methods of sodium boiling noise detec
tion. Work on the evolution of sue!
methodology led to the resuh that th(
binomial probability density functioi
and the criteria that out of given numbei
of evaluated feature values, certain fixec
number of values should cross th<
boiling threshold for declaring boiling
can be used to achieve the target values
of the probabilities of spurious/missinc
the boiling detection. The methods
evolved have been tested on availabk
experimental data and have helped ir
evolving an optimal method of sodium
boiling noise detection.

ULTRASONIC UNDER-SODIUM VIEWER

Vn ultrasonic under-sodium viewer is
ig developed in EDD for use in
FR. This is a novel instrumentation
for visualizing fuel subassemblies
:ed in the optically opaque high
fiperature liquid sodium. In the
,ctor,,the fuel subassemblies are likely
[indergo deformation or 'bowing' due
i severe irradiation and extreme
rmal conditions existing over long
iods. On the other hand, a fuel
idling machine is normally designed
grip fuel subassembly within some
ted distance between the subassembly
itre line and the gripper centre line. In
,e the above limit is exceeded,
loval of an intended subassembly
y pose a problem. Instead, if the head
:he subassernbly along with those of
neighbours can be viewed, its relative
iition can be determined. This would
ible the operator to carry out the
:nded task correctly and safely.

STEPPER MOTOR

MOTOR SUPPORT FRAME

SLIP RING WITH BUSHES
SHAFT DIA45mm

BEARING HOUSING

HORIZONTAL PLATFORM

rasonic Viewer
"he experimental viewer, as shown in
1, essentially consists of a 6m long
?, 100 mm in OD into which a 33 mm
e is allowed to spin about its axis. The
torn of the spinning tube carries a
ising inside which a specially designed
ium proof ultrasonic focussed transer is mounted with its active face
<ing downward. The larger tube of
viewer guides the spinner tube
)ugh a guide bush at its bottom. The
iner tube is driven by a stepper
or at its top. As the transducer is
jnted eccentric to the spinner axis by
nm, a single rotation of the spinner
i would produce a circular scanning
:e. If the above spinning is alternated
i the incremental movement of the
iting plug of the reactor into which
viewer is to be introduced, a series of
i displaced circular scanning traces
obtained. As the current arrangement
ie viewer mechanism is not provided
) translational movement, the same
simulated in the experiment by the

SUPPORT CLAMP
GUIDE TUBE

ULTRASONIC \
TRANSDUCER]"

6000 mm LONG
] 0 0 mm DI_A

SPINNER TUBE
DIA 33 <"*»

X

CABLE
15 mm

SUB ASSEMBLIES

Fig. 1

Ultrasonic I>H>U'<

relative movement of the target with
respect to the fixed spinner.
Imaging under water
A dummy subassernbly head was kept
immersed in water and its top plane
surface (15 mm dia with a central 6 mm
hole) was scanned by the viewer. A
Personal Computer was used to control
the movements of the viewer and the
target, sense the ultrasonic echoes and
plot the image in its 'High Resolution
Graphic' mode. From the images
obtained, as shown in Fig. 2, it could be
concluded that the image with best
correspondence was obtained for the
target at near focal distance. The target
inclination tolerance was 3 degrees and
the effect of spinner speed was insignificant, 3rpm being adequate. The slight
ellipticity of the images is due to an
inherent limitation of the graphic mode
of the computer and a better image can
be obtained by using a plotter.
By fitting a circle around the image
through a simple computer command,
the coordinates of the centre of the
image can be determined and hence its
relative displacement. This, of course, is
a valuable information to the reactor
operator carrying out the fuel-handling
operation. The above encouraging experimental results have led to the design of a
Prototype viewer suitable for use in
FBTR.
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Imaging under sodium
In the context of the fuel handling
incident in FBTR, a viewer was developed
apd it was deployed as a 'sweep-arm'
under sodium in FBTR reactor vessel. It
was used to detect an obstacle, if any, in
the interspace of the core cover plate
and the top of the reactor core. The
viewer is essentially similar in design to
'spinner' type viewer described above
with the additional provision for lowering
or raising of the transducer over a

Fig. 3 - Ultrasonic viewing camera installed in FBTR

CAMERA

{stance of 350 mm incrementally. The
knsducer was positioned with its active
pe looking sideward to serve as a
iveep-arm'. The viewer was lowered
to the reactor vessel through one of
ie experimental canals. Fig. 3 shows
ie viewer with its transducer or 'the
trasonic camera', as it were, installed
the reactor vessel. The viewer was
lowed to scan the under-space of the
ore cover plate and no echo was

observed. Similarly the remaining space
in the above-core plenum was also
scanned and was found to have no
projecting subassembly. This gave the
confidence that the rotating shield could
be moved for further operations without
causing any damage to core components.
Another interesting use of the viewer
viz imaging was also demonstrated by
imaging the core cover plate and the

THERMOWELL TUBES
(12 mm Dial
CORE COVER
PLATE (540mm Dia)
THERMAL SHIELDS
(3 To 7mm Thk.)
THERMOWELL
SLEEVES
( 23 mm D ia )

Fig. 4 - The object and its ultrasonic image
(The solid line encloses the portion imaged,'

thermowell sleeves. Fig. 4 shows the
object and the image obtained by the
transducer which was swept over an
angle of 64.8 degrees at each 1 mm
incremental elevation while it was raised
through a distance of 150 mm. The
entire operations of the viewer were
controlled through Personal Computers.
The above imaging experiments have
given rise to encouraging results for
further development.

THERMAL EXPLOSION STUDIE

Small scale laboratory experiments
have been carried out at SRL with molten
tin and water to study the phenomenon of
thermal explosion. The choice of these
materials permitted a very large number
of runs (about 500) to be carried out
without much difficulty. In each run a
selected mass of molten tin at a chosen
temperature was allowed to fall by
gravity into a pool of water at a fixed
temperature. Measurements were made
of the pressure pulse generated as a
result of contact between molten tin and
water. The temperature of molten tin
was in the range of 573 K to 973 K, that of
water was varied from 303 K to 363 K
and the mass of tin ranged upto
500 grams. The initial temperatures of
tin ana water for which energetic selftriggered explosions were observed as a
result of rapid heat transfer from molten
tin to water ar-j presented in Fig. 1. These
energetic explosions are seen to be
generated with a finite time delay varying
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from 1msec to 250msec. Further, tht
severity of pressure generation is
observed to be directly proportional toe
temperature index
(Tsn-Tn)/(Tn-T\\
as seen from Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. The
index is determined by the initial
temperatures of the interacting liquids
namely the initial tin temperature (Tsn.),
boiling temperature of water (Tu) and
the initial water temperature (Tw). Selftriggered explosion is not seen to be

nerated in tests where the temperature
tin and water yielded a value for the
iex higher than 16. Also for given
tia) temperatures of tin and water the
ak pressure is -observed to increase
iwly with increase in tin mass,
iciency of, conversion of thermal
ergy to shock energy in these
periments is observed to be less than
% and the peak values of shock
sssures lie in the range of 100 kPa to
IPa. From the above series of
periments, it is inferred that the
nversion efficiency per unit mass of tin
mes down significantly with larger
tiai masses. These experiments have
ivided considerable insight into the
snomenon associated with self-triggered
»rmal explosion for application to
>lten fuel-sodium system of interest in
st Reactor Safety Analysis.

15.28

90.00

Fig. 3 - Reduced temperature index
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AN ELECTRO-OXIDATIVE DISSOLUTION TECHNIQU^
FOR REPROCESSING OF FAST REACTOR FUEL
MATERIALS

The direct dissolution of the carbide
fuel material in nitric acid leads to the
formation of a number of organic
compounds that would interfere seriously
with the subsequent steps of reprocessing. To obviate the interference, a novel
Electro-Oxidative Dissolution Technique
(EODT) has been developed at RDL,
involving electrolytic destruction of the
organic compounds. The electrolytic
dissolution is carried out in a compartmental cell in the presence of Ce or Ag
redox intermediate. The dissolution
technique has been tested with various
fuel materials such as PuOi, UCand 70°;.
PuC - 30".. UC. The rates of dissolution
of PuOj. and the mixed carbide fuel of
FBTR have been found to be enhanced by
electro-oxidation. The addition of corrosive HF, which is conventionally used
in oxide dissolution, was also found
unnecessary.
[n tests with the carbide fuel materials,
it was demonstrated that the organic
compounds formed in the dissolution
step are almost completely (99.8%)
destroyed. The effects of different
parameters such as temperature, concentration of nitric acid and redox
catalyst, and choice of structural materials
for electrolytic dissolver, anode and
diaphragm have been studied and
optimum conditions have been chosen.
The studies on selection of construction
material and development of anode were
carried out in collaboration with MD.
A novel aspect of the EODT unit is
that the conditioning of Pu (VI), formed
in the primary dissolution step of the
previous batch, toPu (IVl is carried out
in the cathode compartment, while
electrolytic dissolution of the fuel simultaneously occurs in the anode compart
ment. Introduction of salt through
addition of NaNOj or handling of large
volumes of NO2 gas inside hot cell, for
adjustment of Pu oxidation slate before
the extraction step is thus avoided.
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Fig. 1

Electrolytic dissoluer cum conditioner

Simulation studies have revealed that
EODT is free from Ru interference.
Corrosion studies have shown that
77 5'/. To alloy and Zirciloy 2 are
suitable structural materials for tin?
electrolytic dissolver. Breakage and
joining problems of Ihe porcelain dia
phragm can be overcome by welding
sintered Ti pipe to the 77 5% /<i alloy
dissolver. The costly Pi anode has been
replaced by cheaper Mixed Oxide

Coated Titanium Anode (MOCT/
developed at MD, which is coated with /
The EODT technique has been fourj
to be a simple and efficient header
method for the reprocessing of carbiq
fuels. The technique seems to
promising for all types of FBR fu|
including metal alloys.

PHOTOCHEMICAL DESTRUCTION OF ORGANIC
COMPOUNDS FORMED DURING DISSOLUTION OF
URANIUM CARBIDE IN NITRIC ACID

)ne of the most challenging aspects
the carbide fuel cycle is the
rocessing of the fuel. A number of
Jies have been reported in the
ature on the head-end treatment of
jide fuel for obtaining feed solutions
lpatible with the PUREX process. The
ct dissolution of carbides in nitric
I leads to the formation of a number
irganic comp' unds. Oxalic acid and
litic acid have been identified as two
le many organic compounds formed,
organic compounds formed during
)ide dissolution cause incomplete
>very of plutonium, and hydrodynamic
jlems in the solvent extraction steps.

Therefore, it is necessary to destroy
these compounds before the solvent
extraction step.

used in some of the experiments to
examine the effect of irradiation on these
compounds.

The excited uranyl ion is known to be
a highly reactive species which can
oxidize various organic compounds.
Therefore, a detailed study was undertaken at RCL to establish whether the organic compounds formed in the dissolution
step could be destroyed by simply
irradiating the solution with visible/UV
light. The destruction of the organic
compounds was followed by measuring
different parameters. A synthetic solution
containing oxalic and mellitic acids was

The results of the measurement of the
absorbance of the solution at 400 nm are
shown in Fig. 1. The rate of oxidation is
seen to depend on uranium concentration.
The optimum concentration of uranium
appears to be around 10 - 45 mg/ml. A
correlation of the absorbance measurements and measurement of the residual
carbon in solution indicated that 14-18"..
of carbon still remained in solution even
when the absorbance value at 400 nm
reached a minimum. This observation
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Fig. 1 - Absorbance of the carbide solution at 400nm as a function of time at various uranium
concentrations in quartz and glass reactor vessels.
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suggested that some colourless organic
species remained in the solution, which
may pose problems in plutonium and
uranium recovery.
The results of analysis of the residual
carbon in solution as a function of
irradiation time are shown in Fig. 2.
Curve B in this figure shows the residual
carbon content as a function of irradiation
time for the synthetic solution. It can be
seen that within 6 hrs almost all the
oxalic and mellitic acids have been
destroyed. However, in the case of the
actual carbide dissolver solution, the
residual carbon content reaches a
minimum value only after 12 hrs (curve A).
The extraction of tracer Pu(IV). added
to the carbide solution, into 30".. TBP
and its subsequent stripping from the
TBP phase also indicated this difference.
With the synthetic solution no retention
of PullV) in TBP phase was observed at
any time. The extraction and stripping
studies indicate that some or all of the
compounds left after the destruction of
oxalic and mellitic acids are responsible
for the complexation of plutonium in the
extraction step and retention of plutonium
in the stripping step.
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The above studies clearly established
that photochemical destruction of the
compounds is indeed a viable method.
Further studies with a dissolver solution
containing plutonium and uranium in
realistic ratios confirmed the utility of the

technique with solutii >ns ol high piutonii
concentration also. An effort is m
being made to examine different aspec
of irradiation of the solution in order
standardise the technique for use in I
hot cells.

DEVELOPMENT OF EQUIPMENT FOR FUEL
REPROCESSING

since they will otherwise create problems
in the operation of extraction equipments and clog the transfer lines. Two
different systems were tested for use in
the high radiation environment. One
uses the principles of filtration through
sintered stainless steel filters, the equip
merit operating in cyclic fashion with
alternate filtering and back washing steps.
The other system has a centrifuge bowl
rotating at speeds of the order oi 20000
rpm. Remote maintenance concept !or
the centrifuge was tested and proved
adequate.

To cater to the special needs of fast
jactor fuel reprocessing which handles
ighly radioactive fuel elements with
rge content of fissile material, several
^uipments were designed, fabricated
id tested at RDL.
ingle Pin Chopper
Conventionally, chopping of Ihe fuel
bundles is carried out <is Ihe head vncl
ep before dissolution. However, due to
le high decay heat of the spent fast
;actor fuel, chopping the fuel pins
dividually after dismantling them from
le bundles is considered appropriate to
crease the life of the chopper hardware.
single pin chopper has been designed,
?ve!oped, fabricated and tested at RDL
ir use in FBTR fuel reprocessing. This
nopper consists of a circular magazine
aded with fuel pins which are then fed
ito the chopper one by one. A

Solvent Extraction Equipment

Fig. 2

High speed centrifuge

Feed Clarification Equipment
The dissolver solution will contain
undissolved residue of fission products.
These small particles are to be filtered

Fig. J • Single pin

A wide variety of solvent extraction
equipment including centrifugal contactors
have been developed to <ater In
different needs such as glove box
handling or cell operation. A numpmix
type small mixer settler witli 100ml hr
nominal throughput having a stage
holdup of 10 ml has been developed for
use in glove box. A glass air pulsed
mixer settler of same throughput was
installed and flowsheet runs with simulated

chopper

licroprocessor controls the sequence
f operation like feeding, gripping and
jtling. All the parts have been so
esigned that they can be removed
jmotely and replaced.
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hill']

Air

5

feed solution containing plutonium were
conducted in glove box. An air pulsed
mixer settler of 10 I hr capacity having
air pulsing for mixing and air lifts for
interstage pumping was designed, fabricated
and used for the scrubbing section and
the stripping section during the irradiated
thorium fuel campaign.
Liquid Metering Device
Metering and controlling of the flow of
radioactive liquid streams in shielded
cells call for devices that can be operated
and maintained remotely. One such
device developed at RDL is a modified
version of the diaphragm control valve.
In this, a constant liquid head is
maintained by liquid overflow. By
varying the air pressure on the diaphragm,
flow rate is controlled; the air pressure is
correlated to the liquid flow. The unit has
been so designed as to enable easy
maintenance through manipulators.
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CENTRIFUGAL EXTRACTORS FOR NUCLEAR FUEL
REPROCESSING

Liquid liquid extraction is the heart
If aqueous fuel reprocessing schemes,
tentrifugal extractors are more suitable
pr processing the high active solutions
If the short-cooled fast reactor fuels.
r
his is because of the lower contact
mw realised in centrifugal contactors
bmpared to the conventional solvent
xtraction equipment, which results in
:sser radiation damage to the solvent,
'he centrifugal contactor also lends
(self to the design of critically safe
eometry even for high throughputs.
lapid steady state attainment and high
xtraction efficiency are added advan1

Single stage centrifugal extractor undergoing jwrformance

AQUEOUS O U ' i E

iges of the centrifugal contactors.
Two versions of the centrifugal
<tractors. the multistage single unit
i]K' and llie bank type with individual
ages, have been developed at RDL. An
ght stage bank driven by a single air
lotor has successfully processed the
ed solutions obtained from irradiated
lorium metal and oxide rods for the
•covery of U 233. The unit is amenable
>r remote m a i n t e n a n c e . The
•placement of drive cord was carried
jt using master slave manipulators
jring the U 233 recovery campaign.
Designs of centrifugal contactors of
ipacities as high .is 300 i iir have been
impk'ted. These will be useful lor
•processing of spent fuels from futurist reactors

f i.ij. 2

Mulli stage centrijugai extractor (stacked Ivpe)

Fig. 3

Multi stage centrifugal extractor (bank I r )

MIXED OXIDE COATED TITANIUM ANODES FO
REPROCESSING APPLICATIONS

Elect rcxhemical methods are frequently
employed in the reprocessing of spent
nuclear fuel. Since these techniques
involve highly corrosive concentrated
nitric acid solutions, from room tempera
ture to boiling conditions, dimensional
stability of the anodes is of paramount
importance. At present the commercial
anodes used at Power Reactor Fuel
Reprocessing Plant (PREFRE) at Tarapur
have limited life and have to be sent to
the manufacturer for recoating.
MD has developed mixed oxide
coated titanium anodes (MOCTA) for
the electrolytic dissolution and the
partitioning of mixed carbide fuels used
in fast reactors. These anodes (Fig. 1)
consist of titanium substrates coated
with mixed oxides of ruthenium and
titanium. The substrate preparation, the
composition and the method of coaling
were formulated through various stages
of experimentation.
These anodes were satisfactorily
tested in the electrolytic dissolution of
chopped pieces of FBTR fuel pin in
boiling nitric acid. Advantage of using
these anodes is that, any recoating, if
needed after prolonged use, can be done
in house.

M O C I A FOR FBTR
FULL DISSOLUTION

Fi<j. 1 MOCTA for FBTR fwl dissolution

SIMULATION OF EXTRACTION FLOWSHEETS

Simulation of the solvent extraction
flowsheet reduces the number of
[•adioactive runs that are required before
finalising the parameters for plant scale

operation. Collection of batch
equilibrium data and their prediction
along with mathematical modelling of
extraction equipment are vital for the

simulation of the flowsheet. The
knowledge of the concentration profile
of the solutes will also aid in identifying
whether cnticality or third phase
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Fig. 2 Prediction of stage concentration profiles

Fig. i

formation can occur in any of the stages
during process upsets.
At RDL, a general purpose program in
FORTRAN-IV language was developed
to predict the concentration profiles of
the solutes during the uranium-plutonium
extraction (PUREX process) for FBTR
fuel reprocessing or thorium-uranium
extraction (INTERIM-23 process) for
fast reactor blanket processing. The
program was able to predict satisfactorily t h e c o n c e n t r a t i o n profiles
obtained in extraction runs carried out
with a sixteen stage mini air-pulsed
mixer settler.
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/Air pulsed mi.\or settlers in glove b

THIRD PHASE FORMATION IN TBP EXTRACTION
SYSTEMS

Third phase formation is an interesting
henomenon that has special significance
1 fast reactor fuel reprocessing.
Vhen the concentration of plutonium in
"ri-n-Butyl Phosphate (TBP- the solvent
sed for reprocessing nuclear fuels)
xceeds a certain limit, a second organic
hase, with a high concentration of
lutonium in it, separates out of the
ystem. This could lead to a number of
roblems in the solvent extraction
peration, including the possibility of
riticality. The problem has clearly more
ignificance in the case of FBTR fuel
aprocessing, due to the high concentraon of plutonium in the fuel.
A study of the third phase formation in
\i (IV) HNO.t TBP systems was initiate! at R C L Studies on the phenomenon
roved to be very challenging, in that
ney called for handling of large concen°

NaNO.i nominal acidin' 2 M

•

NaNO.i nominal acidity 2.7 M

•

NaNOi nominal at idity 3.7 M

trations of plutonium, and, due to the
dark coloration of plutonium solutions,
careful experimentation to delineate the
formation or dissolution of the third
phase. The data generated, apart from
being very useful in finalising the
flowsheet for the reprocessing of FBTR
fuel, have also led to many interesting
conclusions on the phenomenon itself.
Some of the data on the limiting
organic concentration of plutonium(IV)
(LOC) above which the third phase
formation occurs are shown in Fig. 1.
The data, apart from establishing that
the presence of fission products or other
inextractible nitrates in the aqueous
phase would lead to higher LOC values,
also show the interesting correlation
between the LOC and the ionic strength
of the aqueous phase. Dala in Fig. 2
show the correlation between the

•
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organic phase composition and the LOC
values. The data show that the formation
of a third phase could be avoided by use
of suitable "modifiers".
Data in Fig. 3 show the effect of uranium loading in the organic phase on
the LOC value. This part of the
investigation has been the first detailed
study to be reported, and more
importantly, contradicts the sketchy
data available in (he literature which
show uranium as having a beneficiary
influence on the system. The data would
clearly have a lot of implications on the
choice of a flowsheet.

PROCESSING OF IRRADIATED THORIU1V

A facility for reprocessing of irradiated
thorium metal and oxide rods has been
set up and operated at RDL. TTiorium rods
irradiated in the Cirus reactor were
reprocessed recently in this facility. The
facility was cold commissioned in
November 87 and hot charging was
done in May 88. The complete range ol
equipment required for the campaign
was developed and fabricated locally.
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The campaign also served to te;
equipment and systems developed fc
various operations. The equipmer
tested included thermocyphon dissolve
with off-gas scrubbers, air operate
centrifugal contactor, air-driven hig
speed centrifuge and air-pulsed mixe
settlers. Liquid metering and pumpin
systems, flow stream divertors ani
many other such systems were alsj
tested in this campaign. All the equipmen
operated with good efficiency an\
capacity factors. The efficacy of pnei
matic equipment demonstrated that tin
hazards of electrically operated system:
could be eliminated.

The experience gained in this campaign
will be very valuable in setting Lip a
egular reprocessing plant for treating
rradiated FBTR fuel.
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KALPAKKAM REPROCESSING PLANT MAKES FURTHER
PROGRESS

The Kalpakkam Reprocessing Plant
(KARP) presently under construction at
IGC has continued to make progress
and- the civil work is in an advanced
stage. Service and control buildings
have already been constructed, and
construction on Vne main building is in
progress. Significant progress has been
achieved in setting up the utility systems
such as air-conditioning and ventilation
systems, steam and compressed air
systems. Two 14 tonne capacity boilers
and 3 nos. of 600 TR capacity chiller
units have been erected and are
expected to be commissioned shortly.
The erection of fans and ducts in the
supply fan room for main building has
also been completed. A number of
critical embedments such as cell window
liners have been fabricated at the KARP
workshop. About 9000 out of the 11000
embedments required have been fabricated and erected at site. The internal
electrification of service buildings has
been nearly completed. The overall
cumulative progress of site works is
about 18V

Fig. 1

Erection of boiler chimney

Fig. 3

Packaged boilers (14 T capacity) erected at KARP.
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Fig. 4

North cell south wall under construction

RAPID CHEMICAL SEPARATIONS

Separation of any given element from
ie multicomponent irradiated fast reac>r fuel is a tedious task. The campaign
ay take several days to weeks
spending on (1) the nature of chemical
jnstituent to be separated, (2) levels of
idioactivity associated with the solution
ing handled and (3) the inherent speed
the processes selected. There is a
:d for remotely managed rapid
lemical separation techniques that
ould considerably reduce the man
urs spent as well as minimise the
idiation exposure to the operating
iersonnel. High performance liquid
[hromatography (HPLC) is being deveDped at RCL for meeting this objective,
part from being fast and efficient, the
echnique is easily amenable to remote
iperation which can be ultimately
ontrolled by a microprocessor.
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Using an HPLC system assembled in
e laboratory, methods have been
eveloped for the separation of rare
arth transition metal and alkaline earth
lements in the pure form from the
espective groups. Both anion and
ation exchange techniques were studied.
Jghter rare earths could be separated
jy making use of an anion exchange
•naterial such as Partisil 10 SAX,
whereas the cation exchanger was genecited in-situ by dynamically modifying
reverse phase column with 1bctanesulphonate which is a component
of the mobile phase. In this technique all
the rare earths were separated in pure
fractions from their mixture in less
than 40 minutes.
Highly resolved and reproducible
;hromatograrns could be obtained. A
:ypical chromatogram is shown in Fig. 1.
Therefore, it was possible to use this
technique for quantitative estimation
Mith the help of a peak area integrator.
Appropriate detection methods based
on post-column reaction were developed
for improving the sensitivity. Individual
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Separation of lighter rare earths on spherisorb -5-ODS-2 column dynamically modified with
1-octane sulphonate. Detection by post column reaction with pyridylazoresorcinol.

rare earths present in 50 nanbgram level
could be estimated with an error <2'\<.
It is now possible to determine the
fission monitor, neodymium, directly by
HPLC for the determination of burn-up
of irradiated nuclear fuel. Estimation can
be done within hours as compared to
about a week required by the conventional method which is' based on classical
ion exchange separation followed by
mass spectrometry. Work is in progress
for other applications.
The speed and the adaptability for
remote operation make HPLC highly
promising for the separation of constituents
of irradiated fuel material for R & D
studies.
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AN ULTRASONIC PROBE FOR PROFILE MEASUREMEN'

In the context of the fuel handling
incident in FBTR, it became necessary
to find the extent and profile of the bend
of the guide tube to devise a method to
cut the guide !ube in-situ and extricate
the cut pieces if the profiling indicated
the possibility of retrieval. An ultrasonic
probe was specially developed at EIL for
the profile measurement.
Among the various methods employed
for profiling, the method of ultrasonic
pulse echo timing developed at EIL had
the following distinct advantages. It was
possible to profile the entire length of the
guide tube, even if the tube was bent in
multiple planes. Further, this method did
not require any extrapolations and the
measured deviations could be relied
upon to within 20 mm. The main
disadvantage of this method was the
requirement to drain the sodium to a
level below the guide tube.

The technique employed ultrasonic
air transducers operating at 40kH/. A
transmitting transducer was lowered to
different elevations in an experimental
canal adjacent to the guide tube and a
beam of ultrasound was made to
impinge on the guide lube. The reflection
of this wave was detected by another
transducer mounted next to the transmitter.
By measuring the time between the
transmission and the reception of the
ultrasonic waves, the distance between
the guide lube and the transducer
assembly was estimated at each elevation.
This yielded the profile of the guide tube

3 To provide for cooling the detectc
assembly if the above modificatic
proved insufficient.
4. To be able to correct for the velocit
coefficient of sound in argon
varying temperatures.

The challenges involved in the adaption
of the well known pulse echo technique

5. To deduce the correct values c
deflection of the guide tube at eac
elevation even in the presence c
multiple bends in different planes.

1. To overcome the problems due to
beam divergence (at 40kHz, I hi'
beam divergence is considerable).

6. To be able to capture the ultrasonii
echo waveforms and store them in
computer for further analysis, sine
multiple runs of the profiling in th

J
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2. To modify the commercially availab
transducers lo withstand the ter
peratures of about 453 K seen in t\
reactor.

/ns/mnu'nMfiori lor ultutsnttu pt<>ltlin<t

Fig. 2 - Ultrasonic profile of guide tube

sodium drained condition was not
proper.
fhe divergence problem was overcome
designing suitable acoustic wave
des into the mechanical assembly.
e mechanical assembly itself was
signed to check the reactor cover gas
k and to orovide for external injection
argon to cool the transducers. It
ther nad provisions to lower the
ibr assembly to various known
1
ations and to rotate the probe
iund the axis of the experimental
ial. Two thermocouples were built
j the assembly to measure the
iperatures of cover gas and probes.
ie transducers, procured from the
rket were dismantled and were
ssembled using different, high tempejre resistant adhesives and were
ed in mockup environments. After
eral trials, transducers capable of
r
king up to a temperature of 393 K
e made. Effectiveness of the cooling
ingement to withstand 453 K was
eked out in the decontamination pit
ing mockup trials. During the
ckup experiments, the temperaliuv

coefficient of sound in hot argon was
obtained to correct the readings obtained
in reactor.
Suitable software was developed on a
personal computer which was hooked
up with the instrumentation to calculate
the deflections in the pres,i nee of
multiple bends. A fast Data Acquisition
System was designed to capture the
echo waveforms and store them in the
memory of the PC, for further analysis.
Software was developed to rotate the
profile generated around the axis of the
guide tube in real time. This helped to
visualise the true profile of the guide
tube. The electronic system used for this
profile measurement is shown in Fig. 1.
This setup and the information obtained
from the mockup experiments wore
successfully employed to profile the
guide tube.

and the deflection measured were in
close agreement with the actual shape of
the bent guide tube. Jhis profiling
yielded the cover gas temperature
profile, which hitherto was not available.

The profile generated using the above
technique is shown in Fig. 2. From the
profile thus obtained, it was possible to
confirm that the cut pieces of the guide
tube could be removed without any
problem. It was found from the cut
segments of the guide tube that profile
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MULTICHANNEL ANALYSER (MCA) BASED
PERSONAL COMPUTER (PC)

Hardware and software for a
multichannel analyser have been
developed at SRL for analysing pulse
height (energy) spectra from nuclear
detectors and aerosol size distribution
spectra from light scattering detectors.
The hardware is interfaced with the
commercially available nuclear ADC
(Silena 8k) and is linked to the PC
through any one of the serial ports. It is a
real time data acquisition system with
the following features:
a) 4096 data acquisition and data
storage channels
b) 32 bit wide data per channel
c) Maximum 9999 days real time clock
d) Live time correction facility
e) Spectrum stripping and Math functions
f) Simultaneous I/O and data acquisition functions
The PC provides following support to
the MCA using serial port communication
and software written in BASIC language:
1) Menu driven commands transmitted
to MCA and its status monitored.
2) Either acquired data or data in
acquisiton transferred to PC
3) Spectrum displayed on PC monitor
4) Spectrum plotted on HP7475A
digital plotter
MCA hardware designed to acquire
pulse height spectra is a stand alone unit
housed in a three bit NIM module. The
components used in the design are
reliable, of low cost and readily available.
The PC can control the MCA hardware
via a modem line driver from distance
upto 10 kms.
ADC-FIFO interface is a fast logic link
between microprocessor and ADC. It is
based on the well known strobed feedback MOORE matching. This hardware
makes ADC free for new pulse processing
in less than 200 ns after last conversion
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received. This feature avoids further
significant increase in ADC dead time.
After making an entry into the FIFO
interface, pulse information is processed
by microprocessor and FIFO logic
together. ADC can also acquire new
pulse information within this time. Full
control of ADC is done through ADCFIFO interface using software commands.
Hardware has programmable speed
control logic to adopt various ADCs by
optimizing control signal timings without
altering the hardware.
Timer and live time logic provide real
time and live time interface to the user.
Crystal clock based timer is fully
synchronous to the system clock.
A 8085 based microcomputer with
64 K byte memory has been used within
MCA hardware. It has two bi-directional
serial ports. Console port allows user to
operate the MCA and access information
from it. With PC, this port is directly
connected to the COM1 or COM2
serial port. The second serial port in
MCA hardware is a list port with
programmable baud rate and is useful in
printing data in stand alone mode. Fast
computer I/O is also possible through
this port to transfer data to another hosf
computer simultaneously.
The system software was written in
assembly language for better speed and
is resident in EPROM. BOOT load facility
is also available to alter the software in
down load mode from PC. Commands
are queue oriented and are synchronised
with timer clock. System status is also
linked in the same way. Priority order of
ADC, timer and I/O is optimized by the
programmes at run time for better
throughput of data. Main programme
contains modules of sub programmes
and these sub programmes are assembled
by another user interactive function
based programme in a run module.
Subsequently this programme operales

and remains resident unless user modifie
his requirements.

All the normal functions for MG
operations are available for user. Th
list of help menu in the form of summar
of commands is given below:
Help Menu
Control Functions
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
A:
B:
C:
D:
E:
F:
G:

<E> ACQUIRE
<T>TIMER PRESET
<U>LIVE TIME SET
<A>ABORT
< O C L E A R MEMORY
<K>ELAPSE TIMER CLEAR
<L>DATALIST
<Z>DATASAVE
<N>STATUS
<P>PLOT
<B>SYSTEM 3OOT
<F>EXCHANGE MEMORY
<O>FAST COMPUTER I/O
<+>OLD = OLD+CURRENT
< - > O L D = OLD-CURRENT
<Q>AUTO DISPLAY ON-OFF

The PC provides menu drive
interactive operation by translating us<
commands into MCA menu. Displa;
print and plot facility of PC softwawere used. Data gets permanent
stored on disk in a printable ASCII f
under save command.
The MCA hardware has been in us
for more than two years and tl"
operation has been excellent. No desic
failure was noticed in this period.

SPECIAL PROTECTION FOR 11 kV TOWNSHIP FEEDER

The DAE township at Kalpakkam
eceives power through the 11 kV feeder
:onnected to the 33 kV Central
Switching Station at IGC. The feeder
las underground PILC cable upto the 9
>ole structure near MAPS and overhead
ine subsequently. In this feeder, on
nany occasions, a peculiar but
lazardous situation was experienced.
That is, the overhead line conductor
lets snapped due to atmospheric
isturbances, lies on the ground live but
iot sensed by the over current and earth
ault relays provided at the sending end,
hus endangering human safety.
The feeder was originally protected by
English Electric Co. relay type
-DAG56 having overcurrent units and
:arth fault units with instantaneous
esponse feature. In spite of this
Drotection, with snapped live conductor
jn ground, the fault went unsensed on
nany occasions. The reason was
analysed as follows:
1. Insulated conductor is used for
major portion of the overhead line
Isection to avoid exposing the conductor
[to saline atmosphere as the line is
travelling very close to sea shore. This
measure is considered essential to
protect against rapid corrosion and to
increase the life of the conductor.

single phasing relay of English Electric
Co. which was mainly developed for
application on motors was chosen for
protection on this feeder. A voltage
operated negative sequence relay is not
suitable for the present situation. The

WIRING

11K.V

DIAGRAM OF

SINGLE

load on the feeder varies from 500kVA
to 1200 kVA. Ten 11 W/433V Delia
Star transformers are connected to (his
feeder to meet the township loads with
the transformer capacity amounting to
approximately 2800 kVA. The relay

PHASING RELAY: C TN M 1 2

BUS A

C T RATIO-100/5A
BURDEN ' 15VA
CLASS. 1
ISF,<5

POSITIVE

SEQUENCE

NEGATIVE SEQUENCE

2. High resistivity of the sandy soil
along the route.
The insulated conductor has been
used for a specific purpose and the soil
resistivity cannot be corrected all along
the line. As such the other alternative
was application of additional suitable
protective scheme to detect such a
condition (i.e. conductor snapping, jumper
open). From protection angle, the
situation is considered similar to blowing
a fuse in £. 3 phase motor circuit leading
to single phasing.
From the available range of relays in
the market CTNM-12, current operated

NEGATIVE

SEQUENCE

FILTER

OUTPUT = K ( I A f I C

Fig. 1

RESULTANT

tet

Wiring diagram of sing/e phasing relax/ CTNM 12

OUT PUT

setting was carefully chosen to avoid
tripping due to likely imbalance in
loads/system.
RELAY SELECTED
Single
phasing preventor

• Type CTNM 12
EE Co. make.

Connected CT
ratio

- 100-5 amps.

Current rating
Negative
sequence
current
Definite time
Auxiliary supply
Burden

- 5A; 50 Hz.
- \> • 10"., of
rated current
(Fixed)
- 3 seconds (Fixed)
• 110 V DC
- Less than 1 VA
at rated current.

The relay requires 0.5 A of negative
sequence current for operation which is
equivalent to 1 amp of line current in
two healthy phases, assuming the 3rd
phase to be open. This amounts to a
minimum primary current of 20 amps
(380 kVA approx). The relay though
ineffective for idle charged lines (or loads
less than 380 kVA, in our case) is
considered adequate for the township
feeder as the minimum load is about
500 kVA.
The above relay, connected in the
metering core of the current transformer
as shown in Fig. 1, was commissioned
during October 1986. Since its commissioning, the relay has acted on six

occasions and has detected the fault
correctly each time without causing
nuisance tripping, thereby giving reliable
protection for the feeder.

The application of this kind of relay on
a 11 kV distribution feeder is uncommor
and is being tried for the first time in our
Centre. An added advantage of this
scheme is that it is effective even when
the fault current in the snapped phase is
zero.
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